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Elks Will Entertain
Christian Church
Will be Built The Clovis Elks are planning
rpecial union services on another "stunt" ' That's
PORTALES heldAt the
MAN
Sunday night at the Ly- what the Elks call them and we
ceum many contributions were are rather inclined to believe
that the application is appropriBoy With Shot Gun Commit Murder, Killing Innocent offered for the purpose of erect- ate. In other words they are
ing a Christian Church building
Bystander.
to cost not less than $2500.00. going to give a farce comedy in

HEAD SHOT OFF

AT

'steen acts on or about May 20,
Of course all the
funny Elcs will take part from
Erhard down to Mike Kelly. It
is calculated to pull off something so funny that the audience
wont be able to get their faces
straight again for a month.
Erhard is a good' end man in a
minstrel show and it is expected
that he will more than make
good in a farce comedy play.
The idea was promoted by two
young ladies who are busy this
week working the merchants on
an advertising program scheme.
Something new, of course and
More Sidewalks the Cry
they are meeting with splendid
There never was a time in the success.
history of Clovis when the cry
Some Sweet Clover
for more sidewalks in the residence districts was heard than
"Uncle" Jake Reichart, of
at the present time. The heavy near Claud, was in town Tuesrains of last week made some of day and brought to this office a
the streets almost impassable to sample of sweet clover which he
pedestrians for several days. It raised on his farm. "You can
was good business for the man talk about your sudan, feterita
selling high top rubber boots and all the rest of the dry land
but hard on low cut shoes. The forage crops," says Uncle Jake,
movement is on in earnest to "but this sweet Clover is tne
construct concrete walks on best I have ever tried yet."
several of the main thorofares Mr. Reichart says that he plantand R. S. Beck and K. Shumate ed the clover in May of last year
who are experienced concrete and pastured it all winter. He
sidewalk builders have received took the stock off the Clover
several contracts to build walks. about two weeks ago and it has
The city council is expected to grown to a height of six or eight
take the matter up and pass an inches on the wor3t land he hud.
ordinance requiring the building The root of the stalk brought to
of walks on certain streets, town measured about three feet
which are the most traversed. in length.
Stock cf all kinds
A three or four foot concrete eat it readily and it grows like a
walk would not be expensive weed.
providing all the property ownAnother Barber Shop
ers had it built at the same time.
W. C. Chastain has rented a loThe cost of walks built along the
owners cation in the J. W. Stewart buildproperty of
could be assessel against the ing on North Main Street and
property until paid. The walks will open a barber shop as soon
would enhance the value of the as he can arrange the fixtures,
property, more than the price that he has purchased in Texi-c- o
which are a part of the fixpaid for them.
tures of the K. C. Shop and were
recently moved to Texico.
only
farE. E. White, a prominent
of
is a
Chastain
Mr.
visitor
Grady,
a
was
mer from
Clovis.
of
Warner
"Dad"
Monday.
Clovis
in
of $1552,00 was raised
at that meeting and some has
been subscribed since. - This
good work is largely due to the
efforts of Rev. Rice of El Paso,
who made a specialty of this
class of work. The donors included those of every denomination and was sufficient to srart
work on the building as contemplated. The new church building will be erected on the site of
of the old one in the northwest
part of the city and the old
building will be sold or removed.
The

A tragedy occurred at Portales
Notice to Delinquents.
Monday night, which according
If there is anything we dislike
to reports was one of the coldest
do, it is to dun delinquents
to
blooded murders in eastern New
through
the columns of the paMexico.
people think that
some
per,
but
given
story
According to the
is
newpsaper
a free medium
a
named
19
youth
of
News,
a
the
Sam Conn, who harbored a of distribution. . This is a misgrudge against R. E. Curd, a take. It costs money t publish
Becond hand dealer of Portales, a newspaper and lots of it. We
lay in wait near the corner of have a number of delinquents on
the First National Bank for his our lists. We admit this and so
victim. He was armed with a has every other newspaper. If
single barrel shotgun and as there ever was a time in our
Curd advanced in company with newspaper career that we would
Adolph Molesberger. he raised fully appreciate the paying up
his gun to fire. Curd quickly of these back subscriptions that
jumped behind Molesberger as time is NOW!
If you don't want the paper,
the boy fired. The shot tore
up and stop it, but don't
pay
away part of Molesberger's head
allow
it to come and when billed
blood
and
and spattered brains
all over the doors of the bank. say "I never ordered it."
For instructions how to pay
Before Conn could reload the
up,
observe the following:
single barrel gun, Curd had
Approach
the editor with a
escaped. Molesberger is a
saying
smile,
"I have something
living
farmer
in
Rogers settlement and had for you." Then place a big
never had any difficulty with round dollar between the thumb
his assailant. 'II e did not and index finger and thrust it
suspect trouble and was killed into his hand. He may look
surprised, but that doesn't matinstantly without warning.
ter. He will then return the
Conn was arrested.
smile and both will feel better.
ger-ma- n

the

Oral Kennedy Returns
With

Honors

The Clovis High School i s
aprain rejoicing because Oril
J.'S.nedy brought home oratorical honors from Roswell, last
week.
It will be remembered that
Oral Kennedy and Miss Bernice
Fry wtre the Clovis winners in
the Pecos Valley Oratorical and
Declamatory contest last winter
and for this reason they were
sent to Roswell to again try
their luck. Oral Kennedy went
with the intention of returning
with first honors. He knew his
school mates expected it of him
and they were not disappointed
after the conflict last Saturday
night, at Roswell.

Good Business on San ta Fe
"The Santa Fe Railroad certainly has no room to complain
about business,'' remarked one
of their employes to a News reporter "ne day 'his week. On
Monday they handled fourteen
trains between seven o'clock in
the evening and seven o'clock
in the morning and that was
only a repetition of their every
day business. "Of course this
number includes the early morning passengers" he continued,
but all the employes are drawing
good pay checks every month
now and this business is almost
certain to continue until the end
of the year at least. The coast
traffic is heavy and business is
picking up on the other lines.

Bum

A. D. 1915.

non-reside- nt

son-in-la-

$1.00 PER YEAR

Poker Players Arrested

Virginia Minstrels

A poker party was disturbed
by city marshal, C. D. Irvine,

The Virginia Minstrels should
with their atten
dance in Clovis Wednesday
night and those who saw them
are also satisfied. Their big
tent was packed and the show
was all that was expected and
more too. They certainly have
the best aggregation of black
faced artists that ever visited
Clovis and there was a complete
change in program since they
visited here last fall.
be satisfied

Sunday night and the players
arrested under the statutes hi

such cases made and provided.
The party was in progress in the
rooming house over the Clovis
Auto Garage and officer Irvine
stood on a chair and peered over
the transum until convinced it
was a game of sure enough
poker when he entered and made
the arrest. All the accused
parties, who are residents of
Clovis, plead guilty except one
Paul Coldren Here
and were assessed $25.00 and
Paul Coldren, of the Coldren
costs by justice Noble, in police Land Company, who have the
court Monday.
townsite of Muleshoe in Bailey
county, was a Clovis visitor for
Prisoner's Wounds Dressed
several days the latter part of
Dr. J. R. Haney was called to last week. Mr. Coldren, who
the railroad station Monday has done as much perhaps to
morning to dress the wounds of develope this section o f the
a prisoner on the train, who country as any man in it, says
was handcuffed and in charge of that the Muleshoe country is
two sheriffs from Missouri. The settling up with a desirable class
wound was a deep cut as if of farmers and business men,
made by a knife and extended
across the throat and shoulder,
Its Sadler and Stewart
The prisoner was being conveyFinis E. Sadler and J. W.
ed by the two officers to some Stewart have gone into the
point in California and the pre- plowing business. They started
sumption would be that he was by buying a
gasoline traca desperate character as the tor, supplied with twelve gang
handcuffs were not removed plows and are going to "tear up
while Dr. Haney dressed his the earth with it." ' They proDr. Haney gleaned pose to plow and cultivate a
wounds.
the information that the wo und large tract of land north of town
was received in Missouri.
and plant it in wheat. They also expect to do work for others
Wreck at Texico
and have also purchased a
May their venture
separator,
to
wreck
Quite a disastrous
rolling stock occurred at Texico prove a success.
Monday morning about 7 o'clock
Many Fords
when No. 921, which is the
passenger west
The little Ford Car is undoubt
f
Lubbobk
bound, ran into a stock train edly still the leader in this sec
standing on the siding with the tion of tl.e country. It the Ford
result that the caboose was de- car continues to be sold in Clovis
molished and several cars dam- in the near future as it has in
aged. The engine on the pass- the past, we will need the serenger was also considerably vices of a traffic policemen to endamaged but no passengers or able a pedestrian to cross the
street. Jones and Lindley, the
members of the crew were
agents, advise us that they have
sold 29 of the cars since the first
William Wheeler, who owns a of the year and now have angood farm one mile north of other shipment en route.
town, has returned from Ohio,
H. 9. Davis, of Olney, Texas,,
where he has been for the past
is
here visiting his son R, E. .
year. He will rent his farm and
Davis
and his daughter.
soon.
return
N

30-6- 0

cut-of-

A FEW POINTERS
TOMBSTONES, TAXIMETERS and ADVERTISEMENTS
ARE SAID TO TELL THE BIGGEST LIES

:

Not simply as a matter of "common honesty" but as a matter of good business
policy as well, we never "draw the long bow" or overstate a value.
purchase. We don't go
confidence, not your one-tim- e
We want your s
to any lengths to get business, but we do keep it when we get it.
all-tim-

-

I

SPECIAL VALUES

in Ladies' Dresses, Skirts and Waists, in all the different
shades. We are also carrying a nice line of Dry Goods at the
RIGHT PRICE

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Gompany.
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

THE CLOVIS NEWS

FIRST

OF AMERICA'S

ARE HAULED BY MOTOR

SUBMARINES

RAILROADS

BUY

MORE

CARS

WOMEN FROM

Prospects Are That Much Money la
to Be Spent for Equipment at
KANSAS RAILROAD PULLS CARS
Once.
WITHOUT LOCOMOTIVES.
It would 'seem from the large number of railroad equipment orders beand
Only Line In the Country so Operat- ing received by steel companies
building concerns that the buying
car
ing Hae Made Remarkable Recof equipment by railroads, long sus
ord Since Its Inception In
pended, is now In full swing. Recentthe Early Eighties.
ly the railroads bought about sixty-fiv- e
thousand tons more rails, and
The only gasoline railroad Una in steel companies of the Pittsburgh disthe country is iu operation in Potta- trict report Increased inquiries, with
watomie county, Kansas.
It Is the good prospects of some large conWestmoreland
Interurban Railroad tracts. Car buying Is becoming more
company, the successor to the Kan- pronounced dally, builders say. Nearsas, Southern and Gulf, one ot those ly every railroad In the country has
movenorth and south railroad dreams of participated In the
the early eighties. The Kansas char- ment, and up to date the orders agter board recently gave a charter to gregate many millions of dollars.
.....grais.'
::
Conspicuous among the car orders
the new gasoline railroad, which canexcept by motor. Just reported are the following: Atchioperate
not
ita
line
U
navy
Brooklyn
yard.
In
on
exhibition
the
The Whale, the flnt submarine built in the United Statei, It now
Topeka A Santa Fe, 700 box cars
feet long and nine feet deep. The The motive power of the road is now son,
waa built In 1864 by C. 8. Buihnell and Augustus Rice, and Is about twenty-ninsecond-han200
and
tank cars; Union Pacific, 750
car
a
motor
hauls
that
given
and
a trial
Whale was designed to carry 13 men and was propelled by hand power. It cost $60,000, and was
cars;-- Baltimore ft Ohio, 1.000
stock
passengers.
freight
cars
small
and
condemned In 1872,
Many years ago the Kansaa, South- box cars anil 1,000 hoppers; Illinois
ern and Gulf was Incorporated to build Central, 1.000 refrigerator cars; Philaslept In ditches, behind hedges and in
an air line from the big wheat fields delphia ft Reading, 10 caches and 15
old tumbledown barns. The weather
comOUT of the Dakotas to tidewater. Work combination cars; United Coal Chal-fanAFOOT IN GERMANY was extremely bad and his sufferings
t
pany, 1,000 repair cars; Spang,
most
point
was
at
the
central
started
Belwere great, but the courageous
ft Co., 10 flat cars and 5 gonnorthon
Blaine,
line,
Kan.,
in
at
the
gian kept on and with the aid of signft Indiana, 6
ern' Pottawatomie county. Twelve dolas; Grand Rapids
posts along the roads found his way
coaches; Erie Railroad, 500 repair
as
Northern
Denuded
Escape
France
Thrilling
completed,
were
and
of
miles
road
Makes
Belgian
through Bonn, Coblents,
Mayence,
I,ouls,
then no additional market could be care; New York, Chicago ft St.
Mannheim, Karlsruhe, Btrasaburg and
Result of War.
Burlington
Chicago,
200
cars;
After Killing Guards.
repair
found for the bond and the dream
Ersteln, finally crossing the
ft Qulncy, 1,200 box cars and 300 stock
frontier and reaching Basel.
cars; Kansas City Electric Railway,
was
In
While
territory
German
be
60 street cars; Vernon Coal and Coke
Timber Cut and 8hlpped to Germany
Traverses Whole Rhine Country and often stopped
and questioned by pocompany, 100 mine cars; Mother
BeDamage
Rsaches Switzerland and Italy
Tremendous
Also
allice and military patrols, but he
Stock Car company, 600 stock cars;
Poses as Deaf Mute Ready
ing Inflicted on the Forests
ways signaled that he could neither
W. S. Forbes ft Co.. 2 tank cars;
to Fight Again.
by
Operations.
Military
hear nor speak, and when paper and
Rapid Transit company.
a pen were offered him he would
12 suburban cars; Boston ft Maine, 6
Jules Llaudat, a
London.
Washington. The Germans are cutwrite: "Ich bin Schweis" (1 am
postal cars; Long Island railroad, 20
Belgian soldier, has Just Swiss). This waa his passport.
ting the marketable timber from the
passenger cars; Delaware, Iackawan-narrived at Nice after effecting a darNot content with reaching Swltser-land- , forests In northern France now In
ft Western, 5 postal cars; Chicago
ing escape from Germany. His JourLlaudat continued bis tramp by their possession and selling It In Gerft Milwaukee Electric railway, 15
ney acroHS the enemy's country into Thun and Brlga over the Slmplon pass many, Jean-Pau- l
In
an
officer
Alaux,
cars.
Switzerland and Italy is one of the to Domodossola.
lie succeeded in the French army now In the trenches
most striking stories that have come reaching Genoa on January 27. Since near Arras, Informs the American
BUILD BRIDGE OVER GANGES
to hand since the war began.
he had Forestry association.
his escape from
Tremendous
At the time of the outbreak of hos- been walking for 67 days and had cov- damage is also being Inflicted on the
Engineers Have Finally Thrown Structilities Lluudut was doing his military ered a distance of roughly 750 miles.
forests of France by the military opture Across Turbulent River
service In the Fifth Line regiment at
Llaudat Is going back to the front erations.
He says when Paris was
of India..
Antwerp. He took part In the fighting to light the Qermans again.
threatened with capture the forests
WCuS
around Aerschot, whence, after a
to the north were cleared.
Thn rncpnt comnletlon of the great
splendid reBiBtance the Belgians were
BUSY BISHOP OF AMIENS
"The winter rains," says M. Alaux, The Westmoreland Interurban Railbridge across the Ganges at
railroad
obliged to retire toward Mallnes. Later
"have rendered roost of the roads Imway's One Train, Pulled by a Motor Sara marks a new epoch In the his
the Germans bore down upon the 'prospassable, especially in the wooded reCar.
tory of the stream, which until now
perous little town, famous for Its lace
gions. In the foreBt of Bouvlgny,
has not been bridged by any structure
making trade, and It was during their
county
Is
Berth-oWestmoreland
the
ended.
In
of
Arras,
near
and the forest
worthy the name. The bridge took
successful attack on that place that
county
this
and
Pottuwatomle
unable
of
were
seat
val, the artillerymen
years to build and cost $15,000,000.
six
Llaudat and some fifty of his commuddy
only
railroad.
was its
to move their guns over the
of fifteen main spans ana
consists
It
rades became separated from the rest
and Intrenched roads, and It was ImThe railroad was probably tbo poor- six Innd snans. the total length being
of the Belgian forces and were obliged
possible to even transport ammuniest stretch of grade and track In the about a mile and an eighth. It was
to give themselves up.
tion. In order to keep the guns sup- country. It was as poorly equipped as necessary
to sink the foundations to
Sent the next day to
plied, It was necessary to cut new any railroad, too, owning at one time
depth of 200 feet below high flood
the prisoners were placed in a comroads in all directions through the two whole engines and three cars. It a
level, because the bed of the river
pound formed of wooden planks with
forestB, using the felled trees for never paid dividends and some yen re
consists of the finest sand, which Is
guard of Ave men of the landsturm.
In
insections
purpose.
money
pay
to
The trunks.
the
the
had to borrow
cnrrled down from the IllmaluyaB. An
The prisoners noticed that they
by
laid
side
of about twelve feet, are
terest on its bonds.
obstacle such as sunken boot or tree
were left unguarded by the sentinels
ropes
side and bound together with
About five years ago the stockholdcauses this fine sand to be disturbed
for a few mlnuteB each day while the
and with galvanized Iron wire. They ers gave up trying to operate the road. to as great a depth as fifty feet.
guards went to get the soup. On Deare further securely fastened to The engines were worn out and there
difficulty is the habit of the
cember 1 the Belgians lay In wait for
stakes drives deep In the ground. The was no money for repairs. So train Ganges to change Its course rather
enthe return of the sentinels at the
flint layer of trees having proved in- service stopped and a man was sent whimsically. The point at whlcn tne
trance to the compound.
sufficient, a second was added. This out to carry the mall on a handcar.
has been bridged is, so far as
' As one of the Germans came back
again falling to suffice, a third became Then, because the corporation was not river
could be ascertained from avalluble
with the customary caldron of soup
necessary, until in many cases three fulfilling its duty to the state, the
one place at which these
records,
be was set upon and strangled. He
layers of trees are superposed in or state took over the property and C. E. deviationstheof the river have been at
convoy
was able to utter a cry, however, and
passage
of
The bishop 'of Amiens dally rides der to permit the
Morris was appointed receiver.
minimum. The river is walled with
his comrades came running to see out to the French trenches, celebrates wagons. To avoid the too rapid wear
two locomotives stone
s
of a mile uptraded
the
Morris
wrong.
other
One after the
what was
mass, cheers the soldiers, and, when of the wood through the grinding of for a fairly good ne and kept the stream and
of a mile
they were shot down by one of the necessary, delivers supreme unction the heavy wheels and the tearing ot
regularbridge.
going
reasonable
with
trains
from
the
downstream
Belgians, who had picked up the re- to the dying.
the horses' shoes, earth mixed with ity. He tried to resign several times,
volver of the strangled soldier.
straw, bark and the twigs and small but the court wouldn't let him. He
Stone 8ets Erie Air Brske.
Then began a wild dash for liberty
branches of the fallen trees la strewn fired a lot of conductors, station
EARN
PENNIES
700
$175
R. H. Wallace, general passenget
under the bullets of a company of
roadImprovised
plentifully over these
freight agent of the Erie, described the Erle'c
passenger ' agents,
agents,
landsturm, brought to the scene by the
ways.
agents and similar employees, who re- "queerest accident," and It was the
ounds of the shots. The Belgians 8undy 8chool Pupils Give Practical
"The forest of Vltrlmont, behind ceived more honor and title than first accident In which Mr. Wallace
Demonstration of "Parable
ran In zigzags to avoid being hit AlLunevllle, haa been completely razed. money anyway. He made the fireman ever figured in his long service with
of
Talents."
the
most all of them made toward the
In the forest of Meaux, lanes from act as conductor and brakeman and the road, and It was responsible fot
Dutch frontier. Not so Llaudat, who
one hundred and fifty to three thou- did all the other work himself. Morris bringing hlra to the city late for the
How
Frankfort,
700
Ind.
Lincoln
did not wish to be Interned In Holland
sand feet In width have been cut at
let him first time since the Erie cut was com
until the end of the war. He had con- pennies grew Into $175 In a year was Intervals of every thousand feet This also got a court order that charged
Sunday
the
at
Methodist
related
pleted six years ago.
the freight rates and he
raise
ceived the more desperate plan of
alpurpose
of
was of course for the
The accident happened on the
crossing Germany and reaching Italy. school here. The school wishes a lowing the artillery to shower Its mur- five cents a mile for inuwenger fares.
Bloom-field- .
To tbla boldness he probably owes his new chapel, and the superintendent derous fire over a wide area, as But even this would iiot make the old Greenwood Lake division near
decided to test the practicability of
road pay expenses with the heavy reThe train on which Mr. Wallace
life, as the landsturm men, feeling conthrough some gigantic loophole. One
fident that be would be caught later, the "Parable of the Talents." He dis- cannot find a remnant of copse or pair bills to the engines and cars, and rode leaves Montclalr at 8 a. m., and
fired only a few shots after him, tributed 700 pennies among the 700 thickets; all the trees and saplings the cost of operating an engine and arrives at Jersey City at 8:19.
hauling only two or three cars at a
"The train was speeding along,"
whereas in the opposite direction al- pupils, who were told to Increase the
throughout
the
disappeared
said Mr Wallace, "but suddenly there
time.
most all the runaways were brought amount as much as possible during have
razed area.
the year.
About two years ago Mr. Morris sent was a thumping and we came to a
down.
have been
"For several weeks
As the classes and pupils wero
old engine to the scrap heap and quick stop. I ran around to the enOnce well on his way, Lisudat
the
In the vicinity of Arras.
gained In confidence and succeeded called on to make their report, the quartered
with
the money he received from the gine and found the engineer under the
woed of La Haye, all of the
engine
In walking to Merestret without being Y. W. B. C. class, composed of 67 In the
as old iron and steel, went to locomotive hammering away at someundergrowth have been cut
thing.
questioned.
He went round the out- young women, reported having made trees and
City and bought a
Kansas
throughout the whole area
run"Well, It waa hard to believe, but a
skirts of the town and on to Li m burg, $31.37 fromwasthe 67 pennies. The Ox- practically
motor car that was in
pur
the
was
done
for
It
class
next,
forest.
ford
turning In $26.69. of the
very much out of date. rock had been lifted from the roadbed
where he found Rome old clothes In
order,
ning
but
s
and had struck the air pump under the
an abandoned house. This allowed The home department class was a pose of providing firewood for the He drove the car overland from
kitchens and shelters.
hlra to discard his Belgian uniform, close third with $25.
Then he locomotive, smashing It badly. The
City to Westmoreland.
Reports from Rome of the little chil"The forests of the East, which sold the wheels and the rubber tires air pump controlled the air brakes, and
now all tattered and torn. Thus disr
Georgie
were the scene ot some of the most and hired a mechanic to help him fix In a moment the whole brake system
guised he continued his Journey as a dren were Interesting.
bouglit nn egg with her penny, violent encounters at the beginning
tramp, without papers of any sort and
was out of order. It was not conceivup the car.
with no money. He was obliged to hatched a chicken, raised the chicken of the campaign, were literally cut
able that a rock lifted from the road"Engine."
Everybody Rides the
pose as a deaf mute when he met peo- and sold It for $1. Russell Kubanks to pieces by artillery fire. The trees
should have sufficient force to
bed
The trucks of a handcar were fitted
ple and beg for food by signs. He bought a penny's worth of white corn; within the zone of fire were completemake such a dent In a pump, but It
his mother made It into hominy, ly ruined.
to the front axle of the motor car and did." New York Times.
front wheels of a locomowhich he sold, realizing 40 cents. Es"The wooded sections In the East two of the
were fitted to the rear axles and
BY BELGIAN KING ther Stewart bought popcorn with her
HONORED
tive
bommost
terrible
the
endured
Railroad 8tatlon Indicator.
penny and realized $1 from the sale have
They are reduced to a the new locomotive was ready for use.
bardments.
The Invention provides an appara
passengers,
besides
of the popped corn.
connecting the same
ghastly array of skeletons; torn to It could haul six
pull an tus and means
The plan worked so well that It will
gear of a vehicle, to
by the bursting of shells; riddled the driver, and could push or
running
with
the
bits
be tried another year.
ordinary freight car around. But the
stations; prosuccessive
by fire; blackrred with smoke, these
announce
the
motor car was so low that the ordi- vides means for continuing, discontinforests must be entirely cleared away nary
freight cars were unsatisfactorily
HAS NO NEED OF HUSBAND and the area reforested.
uing and reversing the operation ol
Receiver Morris went out
handled.
"In certain foreBts, such as that of and bought some more hnndrsrs and said apparatus; provides an announcWoman Makes Big 8uccess Manag- Arancourt where the French troope
ing ribbon and means for relieving the
built bodies on them. He now has same of strains, and for avoiding the
ing a 8tors and Also at
lay in concealment and where the
capacity
of
cars, each with a
Farming.
misreglsterlng thereof, and provides
Germans attempted to dislodge them threetons
of freight, and the motor car,
two
with artillery fire,, the bombardment which Is large enough to handle the means for winding and unwinding said
Penokee, Kan. One of the best produced an enormous damage. Such
ribbons, to compensate for the relative
rustlers In the short grass country Is trees as were not cut down by the ordinary business of the line.
Increase and decrease In diameter ol
,
formed
recently
company
Summer-sonwas
Sophronia
A
new
woman.
Miss
a
fire were entirely denuded of their
the rolls for supporting said ribbon.
sold.
The
manager of the Farmers' Supply branches.
been
has
railroad
the
and
Scientific American.
any moCompany store In Penokee, In Graham
"I have seen enormous trees cut company never Intends to use
county, has succeeded without aid of by shells as though they were mere tive power except discarded motor
Risen From the Rinks.
a husband. For the last two years tinder."
cars that It can buy cheap and with
170 ranking officers of the
Of
the
she has held this Job, and made
a little overhauling make suitable for Pennsylvania railroad system, .163
money fot the company. Her people
handling the work along the twelve Including the president started at
New Life Preserver.
live near Hoxie, Sheridan county,
miles of line. It can now operate at the bottom, sweeping out cars, carryprosoldiers
are
German
Berlin.
where she owns a section and a half
a small profit. Kansas City Star.
ing water for laborers and other like
of
life
kind
new
preserve!
a
with
vided
of land and farms It out on shares.
vest that can
Jobs of the very commonest kind. One
In 1914 Miss Summerson
raised In the form of a rubber
of the 170 have
hundred and forty-tw'Many Women Invest
In a moment, and It la s
2,000 bushels of wheat, 1,000 bushels be Inflated
Pennsylvania railroad Is to a been In the service more than twenty
misplace or lose It
The
to
fine
$3
1,000
corn
of
bushels
oats,
and
of
considerable extent owned by women, years.
For more
2,500 bushels of barley.
Mrs. Knocker, an Englishwoman,
though they do not seem as yet to be
as
Pig
Food.
Guinea
years
was
she
agent
the
has been decorated by King Albert than a dozen
Use Movable Headlight.
Berlin. German dletlsts have die represented on its official staff. The
with the Order of Leopold. She Is of the Union Pacific at Menlo, Palco
German railroads are experimenting
covered guinea pigs furnish cheap and latest report, that of December, 1914,
seen In the picture cottlng a button and Morland.
headlights so
The Summersons were among the appetizing meat, and breeding the ani- Shows that 47.17 per cent of the road's with electric locomotive
from the uniform of a German
shareholders are women, numbering mounted that an engineer can direct
mals bar become a large Industry.
p'oneer sett'era of Sheridan county.
in all 43,913 Individuals. The Outlook. their rays wherever needed.
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45 to 55 TESTIFY
To the Merit of Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Com
pound during Change
of Life.
" I waa potifne;
Westbroolc, Me.
through the Change of Life and had
pains In my back
"""1k:''!"' and side and was so
weak I could hardly
do my housework.
I have taken Lydia
''

EPinkham's

yJll '
fffj

''

Vege-

table Compound and
it has done me a lot
of good. I will recommend your med- licine to my inenae
andgiveyoupermis-Wll'-

l'

Ision to publish my
testimonial" - -- Mrs. Lawrencb Martin, 12 King 9U. Westbroolc, Maine.
Msnston, Wis.
"At the Change of
Life I suffered with pains In my back
and loins until I could not stand. I also
so that the sheets
had night-sweawould be wet I tried other medicine
but got no relief. After taking one bottle of Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound I began to improve and I
continued ita use for six months. The
and hot
pains left me, the
flashes grew less, and In one year I waa
a different woman. I know I have to
thank you for my continued good health
Mrs. M. J. Browneix,
ever since."
Manston, Wis.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, Is unparalleled in such cases.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co. (confl.
dentlal) Iran, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
Woman, and held la strict confidence.
ts

night-swea-

ts

-

Contrsrlwlio.
"How did the poker scene In that
gaming play come on?"
"Never got a hand."
OWN nBlWllST Wtl.I. TKI.L TOO
Hod, We.k, Wal.rr
Hy. H.nilr
Sy.lldi; No HoiarUui- -.
Qrannlalrd
rH and suailuit.
Writ, fur Bnuk ot th. Mr.
It.
iu.t
Uaumlr Co., Culoaco.
Murlno
-

VOl-

Trr llnrln

ri.

f

a love letter over and
over until she gets another.
A girl reads

The physician who takes life easy la

a dangerous character.

An-i.th-

Pick out the most
critical smoker you
know. Ask him to try
one of your Fatima
Cigarettes.
It would be a strange
taste that didn't like the

three-quarter-

one-quart-

miid.delifhtfulTurkish
blend of Fatimas!
3 out of 4 smokers pre

fer Fatimas to any
other 15c cigarette.

fa

1

flrst-clas- s

METZ

Kan-Ha-

Dor-ne-

VV

KkMM Tmt

Rim

6 Pissengar. Gray ft ft
Davit, Eltctrlo Lights v
and Starter, 25 II, P.
Oraatnat bill rllmburt M to K bIIm on 1 gallon
10,0(10
miles on ono oat of tlrtn.
8aaolin. poodomotor,
on nan top, 106 Inch
SJiStt Ineb tlra, weight I,u0
whl baa.
METZ and OARTEItO&R
Konda. Colorado, Now ataileo and Wjomlnf.

The Colorado Cartercar Co.
1636 Broadway

Doaver, Colored
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LIVE AQENT8 WANTED

Opooial

London
Afternoon
Tea.
BRAND
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na d Dannlnutn, ri Mt I...
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on rtMipt uf Xto in
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iraf-aa- "
naT bmhi in
brand. In whlob ta
atandmrd of air.ll.nca la
maintain). ti.a..in- -
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DEFIANCE STARCH
la constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and It will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purpowiit hat so equal. 16 ei
3
sckacelOo.
more tarth for tame moeey.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO Omaha, Nebraska

PANAMA HATS

Wo
n toot bata to ba blaoebod and blocked.
Frttj. for
IM no arid. All work la juaraotrwd.
a par ratara akarvaa.
Ladlaa' or Man'l UaM, 11.10.
St.. suTia, coin.
savna ait tacrwi. imi

Brad

t

CATARRH
CURBD WITHOUT KNIPR.
W. II. WINBLOW, M. U., OCULIST, rOKT
COLLINS, COLORADO.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
BEST WAY OF BREAKING

ONE OF MOST ATTRACTIVE OF OUR BIRDS

SOD

Some Difficulty Experienced In Turning 8od Up With Ordinary Plow-S- ure
of Good Crop.
I have broken sod at different depths
bandied it in different ways and
this is the way I have found best:

ad

Break It as nearly eight Inches deep
as is possible. Now In breaking sod
eight Inches deep, we And some difficulty in turning the sod bottom-sidup with the ordinary plow. I take my
breaking bottom and have extensions
put on the moldboard and have tboss
extensions rather sharply turned so
that the sod Is forced over and down;
then I set the plows to cut so wide
that the under edge of the sod lacks
about an Inch of being cut clear
across, writes J. S. Murphy in Denver
Field and Farm. This has the effect
of steadying the furrow and holding
It where wanted until it Is about to
be turned down flat when the uncut
Inch Is torn loose.
I have turned sod so completely bottom-side
up In this way that one could
drive an automobile across It, going
ten miles an hour and hardly get
Jarred. Breaking stood up on edge
and kinked in every which way Is not
good workmanship, and It Is almost
Impossible to work It down or keep
such a field from drying out. I follow
the breaker right up within the hour
with a corrugated roller, weighted
down with about 2.000 pounds of rock,
and I follow the roller with a disk,
having the disk well set over and not
weighted, and disking as lightly as
possible, only getting a mulch of not
more than two inches. Then I follow the disk with a light harrow, and
this Alls up all the cracks between the
furrows and a good mulch Is established. Land handled in this way.
even In a medium dry year, Is sure
to produce a good crop of grain, depending somewhat on the rainfall.
However, If one can at all possibly
afford It, I advise against putting In a
crop the first year. By not planting
you are dead sure to get a good crop
the next year, assuming, of course,
that you have maintained the mulch,
kept out the weeds and have done the
necessary thing by frequent harrowing. Also by not sowing a crop the
first year, you will have driven down
the moisture; and In a year of ordi
nary rainfall, you will have probably
a three-foo- t
content of moisture. Again,
by not using the moisture In the pro
duction of a crop, the green, damp
sod, helped by the packing given It,
will have rotted the subsoil down a
good two Inches, so that when backset
you can without the expenditure of
much power, turn from two to three
Inches of subsoil.
In the early days It was the custom
to break In the spring and backset In
the fall. That method Is fooHsh in
the semiarld region. In a season of
exceptionally large rainfall one might
have Indifferent success by backset
ting In the fall; but In the average
year you will be simply tumbling a lot
My
of partially rotted clods around.
experience convinces me that our sod
should lay two whole summers and
one winter, or, if the years are dry
two summers and two winters. Should
circumstances force a settler to put In
a crop the first year, he should be sure
to disk the stubble the day he cuts
the crop and disk It fairly deep.
Flax takes no more substance from
the soil than other crops and not so
much as some crops; but, because Its
root system Is so much different, the
soli Is apt to dry out more with flax
than with most any other crop. The
Ideal time for breaking Is when the
native grass Is growing the fastest,
because it Is then tenderest and the
lod rots the quickest. Dry farming
Is a new system of agriculture,
con
tructed on the basis of the old prln
clple, but with the conservation of
moisture as the heart and brain of
the Idea. The soil in a semiarld re
ginn is apt to lack humus and land
with much humus Is capable of retain'
Ing and carrying much more moisture
than land with little humus and you
can maintain or restore humus In land
by a proper system of crop rotation,
There are some fourteen elements In
our soil which must be kept up, but
old Mother Nnture looks after eleven
of those herself, leaving three for you
to watch and look after nitrogen.
phosphorus and potaBh.
e

altimort Oriole Brilllsnt Orange and Black, With Whit Edgings.
(Prepared ty the United State Depart- counterpart of the Baltimore oriole,
ment of Agriculture.)
taking the place of that species west
The oriole is one of the most at- of the plains and throughout the Patractive of American birds. Roth the cific coast region, It does not essennaltlmore" and "Bullock" varieties tially differ in its habits of eating or
re described In the United States de- In its food from its eastern relative,
partment of agriculture's Farmers' but it Is less beautiful In plumage.
Bulletin No. 630. entitled "Some Com- The examination of 162 stomachs
mon Blrda Useful to the Farmer."
shows that 79 per cent of Its food conBrilliancy of plumage, sweetness of sists of Insects, with a few spiders, a
song, and food habits to which no ex- lizard, a mollusk shell and eggshells.
ception can be taken are some of the One of the most Interesting articles of
striking characteristics of the naltl- food In the oriole's dietary was the
more oriole. In summer It la found black olive scale, found in 45 stomthroughout the northern half of the achs, and amounting to 5 per cent of
United States east of the Great Plains. the food. In several cases these scales
Its nest commands hardly loss admira- formed 80 per cent or more of the
tion than the beauty of Its plumage or contents, and in one, 30 Individual
the excellence of Its song. Hanging scales could be counted. They were
from the tip of the outermost bough evidently a standard article of diet,
of a stately elm. It Is almost inacces- and were eaten regularly 'In every
sible to depredators and so strongly month of the oriole's stay except April.
fastened as to bid defiance to the ele- The same family of lnsecta other than
ments.
scales, eaten quite regularly, make up
Observation both In the field and a little more than 6 per cent of the
laboratory shows that caterpillars con- food.
They were mostly stlnkbugs,
stitute the largest Item of the fare of leaf honners and tree hoppors. Plant
the oriole. The other Insects consist lice were found In one stomach.
of beetles, bugs, ants, wasps, grass- , Moths, pupae and caterpillars comThe pose the largest Item of the oriole's
hoppers and some spiders.
beetles are principally click beetles, animal food. The average consump- the larvae of which are among the tlon during Its summer stay Is a little
most destructive Insects known; and more than 41 per cent. Of these, perthe bugs Include plant and bark lice, haps the most Interesting were the
both very harmful, but so small and pupae and larvae of the codling moth.
obscure as to bo passed over unnoticed by most birds. Ants are eaten
mostly In spring, grasshoppers In July
and August, and wasps and spiders
with considerable regularity throughout the season.
During tho stay of the orlolo In the
vegetable
matter
States
United
amounts to only a little more than 16
per cent of Its food, so that the possibility of Its doing much dnmnge to
crops Is very limited. The bird is accused of eating peas to a considerable
extent, but remains of such were
found In only two cases. One writer
says that It damages grapes, but none
were found In the stomachs.
The Bullock oriole is practically a

found In 23 stomachs,
showing: that they ere not an unusual
article of diet. No less than 14 of the
pupa cases were found In one stomach, and as they are very fragile many
others may have been present, but
broken beyond recognition.
Tho vegetable contingent of tho oriole's food Is mostly fruit, especially In,
June and July, when It takes kindly
to cherries and apricots, and sometimes ents more than the fruit grower
considers a fair share. However, no
great complaint Is made against the
bird, and it Is probable that as a rule
It does not do serious harm. With such
a good record as an Insect eater it can
well be spared a few cherries

MIXING INCUBATOR

KILL CROP

EGGS WITH FRESH
Farmer Who Indulges in Practice
Is Quite Liable to Injure
His Own Market.
number of poultry raisers have
been In the habit of putting on the
market Infertile eggs that have been
tested In Incubators from three days
to a week. As soon as the breeder
finds thnt the eggs will not hatch he
takes them out and sends them to
market along with his fresh spring
eggs. After the ergs have been In the
Incubator for this period they are distinctly stale and rot very quickly If
kept any length of lime. Even when
Just taken from the Incubator these
Infertile eegs are not fit for boiling
or poaching, although .they may be
used for frying, and are good for enke
or certain other baked foods. These
eggs when they reach the market,
however, are classified' as low grade
No. 2.
The mixing of Incubator eggs with
fresh spring eggs leads tho egg packers, who get their principal cold storage supply In tho spring, to cut the
price they pny tho farmer. The spring
rggs designed for keeping for winter
consumption must be absolutely good.
Moreover, tho egg packers In the
spring do not cnndle eggs but hold
them three at a time In the hand and
clink them to discover any crnck and
then Judge their freshness by their
fresh powdery looh on tho shell. The
mixture of Infertile Incubator eggs
with fresh eggs Interferes seriously
with this clinking; nnd forces the packer to candle tho eggs. He then deducts
this added expense from tho price he
offers to tho producer. Eggs which
have once been subjected to tho heat
of the Incubator cannot be stored,
even though frozen.
The farmer who sells Incubator eggs
to the dealer, therefore. Is very liable
to Injure his own market for fresh
eggs. When dealers And a percentage
of low grade Incubator or other eggs
In their fresh spring egg supply they
lower the price for all eggs So that
they have
they will be certain
against losses
covered themselves
from this cause. The department's
specialists advise farmers to use sny
Infertile eggs they may take from their
Incubators for home consumption and
f
send il fresh egs to market.
A
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PESTS

IN EARLY

SPRING

Plans for Eradication of Corn
stalk Borer, Chinch Bug and
Other Insects.

Cornstalk Borer Plowing under and
burning stubble.
Cornroot Worm Crops should b
rotated with oats and otber crops.
Army or Cotton Caterpillar After
cotton has been gathered In winter
the Held should be burned over, and
If the worms appear the following
year parts green should be used liberally.
Cutworm If the land Is thoroughly broken prior to a cold spell and allowed to freeze it will serve to destroy many of the eggs and larvae of
the worm In the ground. Land Infested should be planted very thickly and
thinned to a stand after the cutworms
have had their share.
Chinch Bug This bug speuds the
winter months In the thickets and ALFALFA
FOR FORAGE CROP
wild grass areas of the field and comes
out In early spring to do Its devilment
It Is therefore a good plan to burn Every Farmer In 8emlarld District
Should Grow 8ome of It Good
over all wild grass patches where the
Stand Is Difficult
bug Is troublesome, and when he
makes his appearance spray with parts
Alfalfa Is
the great
green.
forage crop for the semiarld regions
Every farmer should grow some alfalfa as soon as he can get his land In
GUINEAS ARE MOST
shape for It. It Is difficult, however,
get a stand of alfulfa on new break
PROFITABLE FOWL to
Ing nnd a full crop Is not produced
jntll the second or third year after
Birds Are Industrious in Hunting seeding, so It Is necessary for the
farmer to grow some other crops as
for Their Food Large Range
forage until he can have the alfalfa.
Should Be Given.
To Get Best Results.
Taking Into consideration tho little
Soil, a mixture of earth, water and
trouble and cost of raising, guineas are air. Too much of either Is bad and
a most profitable fowl. They hunt for too little means an entire or partial
Like any other com
food In the woods and fields, and do crop failure.
not come home to get feed as long aa pound. It must be mixed properly to
they can forage elsewhere.
secure the best results. Deep tillage
Each farm should have at least a to conservo the moisture and frequent
few guineas. Large range should be cultivations to stop evaporation and
given, as the fowls will not thrive Introduce the air together with proper
fertillilng. will get the results.
when cooped up.
Guineas are also good watch dogs.
Poultry in Orchard.
They give an alarm if animals apPoultry, running in the orchard and
proach, and keep It up until the enemy
fields, Is a great help to the farmer In
has left.
A good bird wrll annually lay about his work of destroying harmful In
By all means keep as mucb
135 eggs, witch can be sold for the sects.
poultry in the orchard as you can.
same price aa hens' eggs.
The coBt of raising guineas Is almost
nothing.
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YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY
WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES
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Douglas ihoe ara mada of tha beat domeetie and import
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amort lut and saltern maker In thl .country, no otner (lyla.
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lamped on tbetxjttom before they leave the factory. Do not
claimed to be Inn a.
be pweueuerl to take some other
good. You are paying your money and ara anuiled to the beat.
If your dealer cannot iiipplv you, writ for Illushow to order by mall.
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All Promised.
BREAKING THE NEWS GENTLY
He Can't you spare me a kiss?
She You'll have to ask Fred; I've Liverpool Man Exceedingly Careful
promised them ail to him.
That He Should Not 8hock the
Nerves of His Friend.

Important to Mother

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the STY
sfTZ . si
Signature of (JLtW&ZZJU44
In Use For Over 30 Tears.

Children Crj for Fletcher's Castoria
At the Races.

"That horse was pulled."
"Yes, and I was plucked."

Balti-

more American.

FREMATURE BALDNESS
Due to Dandruff and Irritation,
vented by Cutlcura.

Pre

The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal. Dally
shampoos with Cutlcura Soap and
occasional applications of Cutlcura
gently rubbed into the
Ointment
scalp skin will do much to promote
conditions.
Sample each free by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
His Proud Title.
It was a very small pupil who astonished his father, a practitioner of
medicine, by propounding the following question:
"Papa, do you know what the great
Napoleon's nickname was?"
Wishing that his son might have the
pleasure of bestowing this Information, bis father evaded a reply by asking another question:
"What was It, son?"
His state of mind can be Imagined
when the little fellow proudly responded:
"He was known as the Little Corpuscle." Youth's Companion.

In Liverpool there is a man, writes
a contributor to Pearson's Weekly,
who Is famous for his calmness on
every occasion. One day he Btrolled
leisurely into the office ot a friend.
"I've Just had a chut with your
wife," he began.
"Why, I didn't know she was In
town."
"Oh, she wasn't In town," replied
the other. "I called at your house."
"I didn't know she was receiving today," said the husband, with some surprise. "I thought she bad a headache."
"She didn't mention it to me," said
the calm man. "There was quite a
crowd at the house."
"A crowd!" echoed the husband.
"Yes." went on the calm man. "They
came with the fire engine."
"The fire euglne!" gasped tne nus- band.
"Oh, it's all right," went on the calm
man. "u s all out now. u wau i
much of a fire, but I thought you'd
like to know of it."
Preventing Premature Burials.
Thn fear of being burled alive al
ways has been, and Is, so widespread
thnt thn French Academy of Science
some years ago offered a prize equal
to $7,500 for the discovery or some
means bv which even the Inexperi
enced might at once determine wheth
er, in a given case, death had ensued
or not. A physician obtained the
prize. He had oberved the following
signs: If the hand of the
suspected dead person la held towardB
a candle or other artificial light, with
the fingers extended and one touching
the other, and one looks througn tne
spaces between the fingers towards
tha lleht there annears a scarlet red
color where the fingers touch each
other, due to the blood still circulating: it shows itself through the tis
sues which have not yet congested.
Wben life la entirely extinct, the
of scarlet spaces' between
the fingers at once ceases. The most
extensive and thorough trials established the truth of bis observation.

FOOT-BASI- S

No,

ma'am.

I

bumped

THE WAY OUT
Change of Food Brought Success and
Happiness.
An ambitious but delicate girl, after
fulling to go through school on account ot nervousness and hysteria,
the only thing
found In Grape-Nut- s
that seemed to build her up and fur
nish ber the peace of health.
"From infancy," she says, "I have
not been strong. Being ambitious to
learn at any cost I finally got to the
High School but soon bad to abandon
my studies on account of nervous pros
tration and hysteria.
"My food did not agree with me, and
I grew thin and despondent. I could
not enjoy the simplest social affair for
I suffered constantly from nervousness
In suite of all sorts ot medicines.
"This wretched condition continued
until I became interested in the let
ters ot those who had cases like mine
and who were being helped by eating
Grape-Nuts- .

"I had little faith, but procured a
pkg. and after the first dish I experi
enced a peculiar satisfied feeling that
I had never gained from any ordinary
food.
I slept and rested better that
night and in a few days began to grow

tha
of Allen' Fuot-Enaatttlaeplte powder to ahakliitoytitirlioeH, are
bring unril by the German ami Allied Iroopa at
the Front lieeuune It rent the feet, glim
relief to Corn and Hunlon. hot, wollen
aelllns, lender feet, ami make wnlklug eaay.
Hold every e here, tV. Try It TOUAY. Dua l
accept auy auballlute. Adv.
Over lUO.dttt

Point of View.
Aviator I must take a vacation!
Manager To get rested up?
Aviator Lord, no! Down!

every day. I am now
the mistress of a happy home, and the
old weakness has never returned."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Well
vllle," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Ever read the abeve letterf A new
Mi appear front tlaae to Hot. They
are cramlae, traa, aad fall el kmaaaa
latere t.
Grape-Nut-

s

The War Geography.
Knlcker What Is an island?
Bocker A bir'y of land entirely
rounded by a war zone.

suf

If you wish beautiful, clear white
clothe, uae Keel Cross Bag Blue. At all
good grocer. Adv.
The best way to get along with some
people is to get along without them.
A woman's idea of a mean husband
Is one who refuses to talk back.

Feel All Used Up?
Does your back ache constantly' Do
you have sharp twinges when stoopiog
or lifting? Do you feel all used upas if you could just go no further?
Kidney weakness brings great discomfort. What with backache, headache,
dizziness and urinary disturbances it is
no wonder one feels all used up.
Doao's Kidney Pills have cured thousands of just such cases. It's the beat
recommended special kidney remedy.

A Colorado Case
"lt

lo

mi

Mrs. A. B. Mo- IM3
.Kensle,
Vany St., Denver,
Colo., ays: "I was
In agony with kidney complaint. My
.Doay uioaiea terri- Vlu
thnlivh T
medicine
doctored,
didn't seem to help
me. f inany 1 iouk

Dnan's Kidney
PHI
and they restored my kldneyi

condition.
to good
i.t.li n . ma ttt nil
lasted."
has
benefit
suiiurlng.
The
the
Cot Doea' at Aay Store. 80 a Bes

DOAN'SAV

CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

A Man

The Wretchedness
of Constipation a
win quiCAiy m

CARTER'S Li
LIVER PILLS.

vvgivuiv v

u Lb

Ptirskltf VafttTAtaMafi

d

ness. snd Indlnestion. They do their duty.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

O'FALLON

SUPPLIES

and Oil lfnflnM. American Ontrl
A In ran (iniMiiln
fnual 1'uuiiM. iHvep Wall Iunjp.Knf untMiliut Wtltf
Hiippif HyaifMii, Hydrmuilo Knota, WII Drillliif
WtV.I
Caning and Piping. BtNland Wix4
Mrt. hinfrr,
Wind Mllln. cutupiri irrigation Flanu, Htttck and
HluruueTttiika, Jijera UrnuiQA Wrought lnn 1'lMs),
Cduipr.'to HifH iricl.ightlrjg 1'lanu, MttU-rand
ber, Hituner and Baits lilUutf, ttubtxff
llnMitif all kindM forever? purpo.
flrtvprotif Kouflnit, Flpi and Bn11r OotT
AUriua
ing, Tunable Fl'torCranea. Child's Mr Hiunguiin-- r
We tarry tha nioat rump)! lln of Plumbing
!
and llaatiiK Hiipplkna and KnglnMra' Bqutpiutjnt
on a
W tin supply from our
Hit Wxkt
Uinmrni not lea your vvry demand. Our aupplleg
roa.
bt our guarantee whU'h protect buy.
are baukxlcatalog
una price) list before jrua
bel uur

It

M.

O'FALLON SUPPLY
J.Y.1030
15USt. Dtavtr, Col.
COM-PA-

of His Word.

old man.
He'll pay up. He's a man of his word."
"Yes, and his word is 'wait.' "

"Don't worry about James,

When fame does come to the average man it roosts on his tombstone.

Beautv
M

;

s

'W tVj.
:

b

Only Skin Deep

It is vitally nec

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed

For Douches

In the local treatment ot woman's Ills,
tnrh aa loncnrrboea and inflammation, hoi
are very etllraclou.
douches of l'axtlu
Mo woman who has ever used medicated
douches will fail to appreciate the clean and
healthy cmvluica Paxtine produce and the
prompt reliof front soreness and discomfort
which follows IU use.Tbl Is because i'ax tine

pn.MM.ei
essary, mere- - lug
anil
fore, that you

take good care
of

your

skin.

ZONA POMADE

if used regularly will beautify and
preserve your complexion and help
you retain the bloom of early youth
stronger.
for many years. Try it for 30
peace
feeling
and
ot
"I had a new
restfulness. In a few weeks, to my days. If not more than satisfied
great Joy, the headaches and nervous you get your money back. 50c
ness left me and life became bright at druggists
or mailed direct.
and hopeful. I resumed my studies, and
Kan.
later taught ten months with eas- e- Zona Company, Wichita,

using

-

'"

well-know-

Teeth for 8peclal Occasions,
Bullions simply roll In
"Those
wealth."
"Don't they and say, did you ever
see Mrs. Bullion's set of state teeth?"
"State teeth V
"Yes the ones she wears at receptions and dinners. They're made of
diamonds, rubles, pearls, sapphires and
Parliamentary.
emeralds In succession. Why, one of
Brown Where's that liver I laid on
her smiles Is worth $88,000." New
the table a moment ago?
York World.
Mrs. Brown Yo never expected to
see
that again, did you?
Their Identity.
Brown And why not?
Germany The other powers come
Mrs. Brown You told me that In
to these straits in fowl disguise.
Turkey (mournfully) Yes, as Tur parliamentary practice when a bill
Is laid on the table it Is seldom beard
key gobblers.
of again. Harper's Bazar.
Explained.
for the TKOors
ALLEN'S
Are you married?
Mistress
Applicant
Into a door.

'

SUBSTITUTES

superior

cleansing, disinfect.

Dealing properties.

r'nr ten rears the Lydla K.
Plnkiinm Medicine Co. has reo- milieu. led Paxtine In their
private correspondence with women, which proves its sunerU
oritv. Women who have been
relieved sat it Is " worth its
weight In fjniu." At drug (lit.
SOo. large Imx or bv aiail.
sample free).
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

'bAnu'ti.1
I

HAIR BALS 1AM

A

toll n prvfaarathn of mrrll
voenMiioatfaaaaruu.
ceteris Color mmd
to Ore? or Faded Hair.
ti.uD at Urugyuta

ynipa
kaa.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

15.

SALE DISTEMPER
HORSE
the sale ha about
You know what you sell or bur
throue--

on chnnce In rtftr to escape SALH) STABLE) DIHTKMr'KH.
"BPOHN'B" I your true protection, your only safesuard, for
a sure aa you treat all your horses with It, you will soon,
It acts as a sure preventive no matbe rid of the disease.
and 11 a bott!, (f
ter how they are "exposed." M cntidruggist,
good
bora
at all food
bottle,
dozen
HO
and
bouse, or delivered by the manufacturers.
sns
sctirislHlsts,
0tHIN. IN. U.la
IP0HN MEDICAL C0 Ckealttt

News

The Clovis

Printing Company

The News

Publishers.

charged shooting two people in
the legs. The next day the re
port was current in Clovis that
another shooting scrape had oc
curred in Texico and the only
question about it was how many
were killed.

PROFESSIONAL

THIS IS YOUR
W. A. Gillenwater

BANK

LAWYER

New Mexico.
Entered at the post office at
Clovis,
Now all together for that paint
CK'vi. X. M. as second class
matttT under the act of March up and clean up campaign. It
means a handsomer and healthi
3. 17;.
er Clovis.
This year when
there has been so much rain, the
OF SUBSCHIPTION
Clovis, N. M.
()
fl.00 typhoid germ will lurk in every Admitted to practice in all courts
50c ash can and rubbish pile. With
Six Months
j the assistance
of Mr. IIou3efiy
he can carry sickness and death
Is if to e a "Hull" of a paper into many a household. The street
Attorneys at Law
or a "dtwir" of a paper?
and alley committee of the city
Council are busy with a gang
Office in Worley Bldg.
Editors come and editors go, and wagon cleaning up the alleys
Opposite Postoffie
Rooms 4 and 5.
but tl.e ( Id reliable News goes but they need the assistance of
every resident of Clovis. Rake
cn forever.
New Mexico.
Clovis,
up your rubbish and cans and
Now wiitjh the grass grow, pile them in the alley and they
the cT'p.-- uro' and the town will eventually take it away.
and country grow.
Swat the fly. Burn or clean up
Clothe rubbish and help
Physician and Surgeon
Who
said his name was vis a more attractive and saniOffice in Jackson Bldg,
'
i:i politics? The
"1
tary city.
Opposite Postottice
didn't think so.
t
Office Phone 231 -R- esidence 269

T.nrf Rosins n Snecialtv.
i
j
anII
VWiMtj autvo
Taxes paid and records examined for non resident
Notary Public in Office, is
owners.
DC
EEEE3G!

Gjv-ijt.-r.t-

Ifniii-ernu- r

In- -

soason

;:

l

s comini?,

or overcome adversity.
Keep your money in YOUR
bank and pay your bills
by check.
It is the modern way.
It is the safe way.
It is the most convenient
wuy.

Chapman

Hard-wic-

?

k,

It is the ONLY way.
It is the way of ALL

Dr. J. R. Haney

Money! Money!!

Arthur E. Curren
LAND LAWYER

See us at once!

If you expect difficulty

The
Union Mortgage Co.

the Curren Agency in
the Antler Hotel buildintr for
Fire Insurance. They are representing some of the largest
and best companies.

in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office.
Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

See

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS,

New Mexico Stockmen's

suc-

cessful men.
Make it YOUR way.

Association
Magdalena, N. M., May

1915

13,-1-

For the above occasion, The Santa Fe will h ive on sale
May 11th to 14th, inclusive, tickets Clovis to Magdalena, N.
M., and return at the very low rate of $K.7" for the round
trip, with return limit May 17th, 11)15.

o

e

See the Curren Agency for
Best old line Insurance.
Now
located in the Antlers building.
Phone 32.

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short notice.

It will assist you to avoid

Notice Of Sale

Whereas the District Court of
and lessen the
Curry
County, New Mexico, on
E. M.
cnnncts t"i' typhoid this sum- day of February, 1915,
the
9th.
mtr.
rendered judgment against E. F.
With a lvoubl lean owner and Hardwickand Gustenia R.
in the sum of Seven Huna Uemocratie editor the Clovis
dred
Dollars
as principal to
Over First National Bank.
should
be
able to eschew
Journal
gether with interest on the same
politics.
Phone 95.
at the rate of 12 per cent per
Clovis,
New Mexico.
With our next issue the News annum, from August 2nd. 1913
will be f 'itfht years old. In other to February 9th. 1915, and for
words it has beer boosting Clo- the additional sum of Eighty
vis and Curry County for eight Dollars and Fifty cents with 6
per cent interest thereon from
solid years.
February 9th. 1915, as an atPhysician & Surgeon
What's the matter with the torneys fee and a further judgClovis Chamber of Commerce? ment that said judgment for
Office Opposite PostofTk-Is it d Lid or only sleeping? principal and interest bear intert
h
Probably
e secretary
can est from February 9th.. 1915,
answer or he may be too busy until paid at the rate of 12 per
to do so.
M. D.
cent per annum, and that said D. L.
judgment for Eighty Dollars and
Clovis should have a good live Fifty cents, for attorney's fees
Physician & Surgeon
Commercial organization, but it bear interest from February 9th.
office in elks home
appears that we are unable to 1915, at the rate of G per cent
maintain one. Lack of interest tier annum and lor costs, in a Office Phone 14G. Res Phone 326
kills an organization.
It like- - forpolnqurp suit ntminst the ijsiid
wise lulls a town.
E. F. Hardwick and Gustenh K.
Ilardwick, defendants, by Cash
It oi.viit to be an easy matter
Ramey, plaintiff, being cause
DENTIST
for tho.M- knockers on the counNo. 814 in the District Court of
try to bi t now. There never Curry County, New Mexico,
Office Opposite P. 0.
and
was brighter psospects for
Phone 89.
the Court in said judgment and
bumper crops and its attendant decree, ordered and decreed
CLOVIS,
NEW MEX.
that
than at the present the property of the said E. F.
time.
Hardwick und Gustenia R. Hard
wick, hereinafter described, be
L.
The Nlws is advised that one sold according to law to satisfy
Physician & Surgeon
of the ctunty officials, who is in said judgment and that E. II.
a position to know, has stated Robinson is by the court appoint Special attention to diseases of
that the next battle of ballots in ed Special Master to advertise the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.
Clovis will tie on the prohibition
sell said property according
Over Menrft l'hurmary
question and that the issue will and
Office Phono l.'.l.
Phone t.
to law.
be raised very soon.
- New Mex.
Now therefore, Notice is here- Clovis,
The G r. enior was right in not by given that I, the undersigned
Special Master, will on Monday,
allowing I'.e
Shows
at the hour of D. D.
to dt.ni.ii at Albuijuenjue. May 21th., 1915,
in
forenoon, at
O'clock
the
Ten
Tlc-u;.
spreaders should
uf the f'.rm .r Pn. frothy
Swanrutin
door
of
front
the
the Curry
of JCuswvil
be
.n.l against by every
StaV u: .: these times when County Court Hruse in Clovis. will be in Clovis from the 10th
such i.t c; an t ll'ort.s are being Curry County New Mi xie
io '2)th ot each month treating
public auction to the highest
mai;e to s in
out the loot and at
of the Eye, Hnr, Nose
diseases
bidder for cash tho. following
nioi.l:. (i...
und Throat and Fitting Glasses.
described property, to wit:
Ail of t!v Sir.ri'VMt q i inter- The
i.t heavy rains have (SW1--1ot Section 1'hree (15) in
denior. Min- d more forcibly than
DR. II. R. GIHSON
Township
Three North of Range
ever tin; nrc. ssity of side walks
East, N. M. P. M. in Curry
in ihe im
districts. Soma
New Mexico:
County
are not in iav.r of the side walks
To satisfy said judgment and Tn ats all diseases both acute
unkss the tiiy can put in crossSpecial attention
and cbroings. I.t. i us have the walks. interest thereon and all costs given to diseases of women.
land attorney's fees with interest
will do tor the
Cinoi r cn
I' AT IE NTS EXAMINED f'KKE
at-- I
ion the judgement for
or.; the city is able to
pre.-eiOffice
North Main Street
tomey's fees.
r ones.
pri'Vlde
Witn'-sOf
oy hand this 21 day
lice Phone oW. lies. ;!)().
of March, 1915.
N;;y Mexico.
r,
Clovis.
T li
.UK i s frequently
E. H. R(iii.-';.vis these days,
htaiu i i.
Special Mask r.
'
p"o;;!: on the
"L k i;t
A9
Apr.
i is a ia:t tint some
streets.
L.
D
m. d.
'
art; crowded and
day l if ...Fliyiician
&
oj.e
Surgeon...
is
that
usfi mg School House For Sale.
it MS''
..( many strangers.
the t.i,n
May 15th 1!) 15, at 10 a. m- - O'hYe
Antl.T.H Hotel
tl.. fin.v faces protniIn
Rocky Selj'.ol Ion (?,
O.l'.ce hone
J:
jjy.
!'.
'. it' J tiial (lenple
'
nade
I' ll oo 11)0
tnil s nnnh

juuiji.tfji.rfjijijt.tfjijijijijiji

The advice it gives you will
be sound.
It will be your friend in
prosperity.

ly

;ly

th

Swat

is your friend.
is for your convenience.
will help you save.

will care for your savings
It will pay you interest on
them.
It will give you expert advice when you are perplexed.

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

i

S. COMMISSIONER)

Real Estate
Fire Insurance
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

V.-.i-

Reese & Pardue

The Curren Agency
(u.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

I

DC

W. J. CURREN, Mgr.

T. J. Mabry

It
It
It
It

3E

DEIEG

IF

Agent.

L. R. CONARTY,

Connell,

THE
FIRST

.THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP.

NATIONAL

CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.

R. R. DUNCAN

First Class Work.

BANK

112

Hot und Cold I'.atlis

South Main St.

Clovis, New Mexico.

o.--

DR. A.

Sells-Flot-

c

LEE HAZELWOOD

President

S. A. JONES,

pro.-tnt- y

S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.

DRAY AM) TRANSFKR

A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

DILLON

The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Down Town Phone 123

;..--

1G

tanks, etc.

A:

Prices reasonable.

TO.M REAGAN.

.

s.-l- l

,

!

i

Edesco Woolens

tetsJ

I

and
lrur.k and rcslii unk.
Liglieit
Guaranteed

)

quality.
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Mex.

Undertaking Co,
(JOHNSON BROS.)

i

eartlx'iuak
let
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Embalmers and Funeral Directors
Have Your Measure
TakenTo-Ja- y
O ur assortment of Spring woolen
fatrics is complete. 1 lie price
rarv'c cna'uLs every man to have
by
his suit
made-to-meas-

Edward

TLe Cig JtLrcLanl Tailors,

be a pleasure to wait
upon you andwc cordially invite
you to call and inspect the bi

y

i.Iariict

"
,

Duncan

a

inr,

sing,

FJder

:
!1

jMe.-.t- s

o .;.o

l'J;;

-.

i

CI

'IV!

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD MATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
SANITARY

It will

di.-pla-

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Niht Phone 235.

WK DO Till-- . A. T. & S. V.

CLicag

Spring line of woolens which
on
in our store

LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

Shorett & Pelitfils, Props.

Strauss z Co.

lit

i.i

.

Magic City Furniture and

-:- -

-:- -

Osteopatli

are
the

PLOWING!

pood teams and am now ready to d that plowing
the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface

iat
(

Residence Phone 321

PLOWING!
Have
while

Swear in gin

o

LINK

is

-

-

-

WolJK

I.

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

a v. STEED
Uivirrtakor
an:

Kiiibalmcr

Ciuvi:; CeiTictery
t

II

liO

1

ho no

:

1

WARNER'S RUST PROOF CORSETS
They are the ideal models, suppotting the figure in
military fashion, and yet they mould so easily and
gracefully that were it not for the figure contour,
one would scarcely realize they were corseted.
...FOR SALE AT...

$1

WHITING'

to $3

Much Precipitation
Those who said it never rained
13 1915.
in New Mexico, have their ideas
changed if they were here Wed
Clovis, N. M.

Frio Frolics
abandoned all week on account
Railroad News
bridges
out,
wash
of track
Texico, N. M. April,
Mrs. J. T. Stalker departed weakened and telegraph wires
Clovis News,
Editor
Louis, Mo.

Sunday for St
Conductor A. S. Eittreim is on
duty again after a absence of
two and one half months on account of sickness.
Superintendent, F. J. Evans,
received a message Sunday, conveying: the sad intelligence that
his mother, who lived at Valley
Center, Kansas, was dead. On
account o f washouts on the
Pecos Valley line. Mr. Evans'
presence was required there and
he was unable to attend the
funeral.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Chambers
are back from a trip of a month's
duration to the Pacific coast.
They visited both the San Diego
and San Francisco expositions.
The heavy rains during the
past week hit the Santa Fe
pre
hard on the Pecos Valley
lines. Last Friday several hundred feet of track was washed
out between Dexter and Hager-mamaking it necessary to
transfer passengers, baggage,
express and mail there, as trains
could not get across. By the
first of the week partial repairs
had been made in this locality so
that trains could cross at a slow
speed, but by this time a bridge
just below Lakcwood had been
weakened to such an extent that
it was not considered safe for
trains to cross it, so transfers
were made at lhat point. There
was not a through train from
Carlsbad from Thursday night
of last week until the middle of
this week.
The line south from Carlsbad
was even in worse condition, as
train service thereon has been
n,

down.

The Amarillo pile driver passed through here the first of the
week enroute south, its mission
being to fix the bridges that
were damaged by the floods.
For a few days the first of the
week i t was feared that the
SantsvFe bridge over the Canadian river just east of Canadian
would be swept away by the
high water, but fortunately it
withntcoJ the flood and all
danger is now believed to be
past, However, the Fort Worth
& Denver bridge over the Canadian went out Sunday and
trains of that road are being
detoured over the Rock Island
from Tucumcari to Amarillo.

Love Denby
A marriage uniting two prominent Melrose young people was
solemnized at Farwell Monday,
when Miss Alma Love was
M. Denby.
Rev. Hen-driof Farwell spoke the words
uniting this happy joung twain.
Mrs. Clyde Faucett, sister of
the groom, witnessed the
mar-ried.to-

x,

Episcopal Church
Rev. D. A. Sanford will hold
church services next Sunday at
11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
The
Sunday School is at 9:43 a. m.
Hob Parrish. an engineer, is
here from old Mexico.
Sudan Grass Seed 15 cents a
pound. Clovis Feed Store. J. A.
tf.
McFarlin Proprietor.

Hot Point Week
May 3rd to May 8th

33 per cent Off

to $3

Doooor

RELIGIOrSCIEHTinC SKETCHES
II HUMAN PROGRESS

nesday, Thursday and Friday of

Dear Sir:

$1

WW

will write you a last week, when the government
few lines to put in your valuable rain guage at Barry's registered
paper. I see the Frio correspon- as follow: Wednesday .50 in.
dent has stopped writing, so I Thursday night 2.87, Friday
night 2.18 inches making a total
will write for Frio too.
in three days of 5.55 inches.
people
1

Mr

I

around Frio have
The
The rainfall for the month of
been working on the roads in
April
was over six inches, breakand around the Frio draw the
past week. They have them so ing all records for that month,
the Fords can pass over them in New Mexico.
now.
See the Curren Agency for
Mrs. U. I. Sloan is on the sick
Best old line Insurance.
Now
list this week.
located in the Antlers building.
Mrs. J. D. Moore is on the sick Phone 32.
list and is very low at present
writing.

J

For Sale:

1--

market
Mrs. Martha Tritthart. of Hill
City, Idaho, is visiting her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Fahs
holtz, this week. Mrs. Tritthart
is thinking of selling her property interests in Idaho and locating here permanently.
Chas. Fahsholtz sold a small
bunch of cattle the other day.
Frio has organized a basket
ball team.

close in, $550.00

Quarter section land adjoining
city for half section improved
farther out.
Our moto: Small commission
and more sales.

Curren Agency.
YOU

HAVE
TO

ALWAYS

KNOW.

CorrcRondence School rourHM are yearLent niiiK in
ly bei'omliiK more popular.
condensed form Ik Hie order of trm duy
Here you have It. Keml tint Hat ami .end
In the coupon.
Oilmiilties Why Permitted."
"Which la the True ilonpair'
'Where Are the Deuir.1"
"What U llaptlmii'.'"
"Kith Mint In Hell "
"nnthcrlng Ihe Lord's Jewel.."
"V hut In the rioul?"
"lininorliil Worm, rnciuenchable Kir.."
"Worry Will Bur.ly Kill."
When Gorl Wu. Alone."
"The MeKlnnlrm of dod'a fruition."
"I'rlnc. Lucifer Now Prlmje. of Demon.."
"Mene. Tekel, 1'ph.r.ln "
Hocliil l!ln Heyoml Mini. Power."
"The Hal tie of AriiittKcddoli."
"Christendom In tlreui lianfer."
"What I a lluptixm?"
"Chief Cuuee of Criminality."
Nanii'

Street
City ami State
Vnon receipt of the above coupon we
Will send any one of Iheno Bible Htudli"
f them
for 5 cent
FISKK. any till
Ixtauii1) or tho entire IK for 10
UNCI-Til nilll.K AXhTHACI
SliNK AT
SOl'IKTV. IT lllck SI. Hum. kiwi, N. V

GASEOUS JTATC

02

h'

EPOCH

d

To Trade:

WISHED

IN

The Genesis account telli nothing about the formation of the
Kartb Itself. It lays, "In tbe beginning the Earth teat without
form and told" ehapeleu, empty. There were neither mountain, nor Talleye, trees nor shrubs, river nor oceana, but the
Earth tea. low long before that It had been created, la not
mated. The account of the Days of Creation given In Genesis
rclatea not to the cnnstructUm of onr globe, but to the ordering
of It for human habitation.
There are varloua theories regarding Its formation. We follow the one moat closely harmonizing with the Bible. It la
called the Talllan theory. It assumes that 8aturn'a rings and
Jupiter1 belts Illustrate Earth'a development as planet.
The Earth waa once molten, as Indicated by the Igneous
rocks of the Atoic period: so called by scientists, but not
In the Bible, When the Earth waa molten, Its water aud
minerals were thrown off a great distance In gaseous form. As
these cooled and took shape, they constituted great rings at a
distance from the Earth.
Gradually the motion of the rings became different from that
of the Earth In proportion to the distance from the center of
gravity. These rings of water and mineral gradually approaching the Earth would be kept off by centrifugal force, particularly strong at the equator.
Tbe "brooding" of Holy Energy developed a light, probably resembling the Aurora Borealls not
sunlight The Sun did nut appear until tbo Fourth Day.
"Let there be light I and there was light" Thus, briefly. Is
summed np the reault of the 7,1)00 years, styled the first Day.
Not that God's Word would not have been siilllclnnt for any
miracle, but becauae He prefers to uurlc out His glorious designs
along natural Una. Genesis 1:3.
There are scientists who cliilm that the Earth still has one
tint; about It, an electrical ring which, railing, will in a few
years destroy fermentation, microbes aud parasites, and greatly
assist plant and animal Ufa

320 acres deeded land about
ed at the Chas. Fahsholts home 14 miles from Clovis, $5.00 per
Sunday.
acre. 40 acres good wheat goes
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. M:Lean in with deal.
and Mr. and Mrs. N. Bettis and
Good 4 room residence to trade
other Frio people visited the for deeded quarter land.
Rhea church and heard a lady
Good quarter section deeded
preach.
land $500.00
Mr. and Mrs. Clark visited the
Good quarter section land 2 2
Moore home Suuday,
miles from town, well improved,
There was a prayer meeting
well, orchard etc. $1,750, time
at the Brook school house Saturon part.
day night and was well
Two room house and 2 lots

THINGS

EARTH

THE FIRST SAT

Mr. and Mrs. D. Turner visit-

The Frio people had a Fie
supper recently and it was well
attended. People from Pleasant
Hill, Shiloh and Lincoln .were
here. We wish to thank them
for their kind help.
The Fahsholtz threshing machine is still at Plain, N. M.
threshing.
It has been there
since last July, that speaks well
for New Mexico, when a machine is able to run the year
round.
The people around here are
busy farming.
There is lots of wheat and oats
sown here.
Many grain haulers pass here
daily, hauling their grain to

3Q0O0BC

8AVE THIS COUPON.
No.

IT IS WORTH FIVE CENTS.

I

Band this coupon with .l.v.n other, from this paper, .sen bear-Ins a dlffer.nl number, and 16 cent. In .lamp, for parkins and post-..- ..
to the iNTKkK ATIONAI. HIUI.K dTl.IKNT8 ASSOCIATION, Dept. C.
Height., Brooklyn, N. I., and receive KHKE copy of "KIKTH-AT- S
t
OF MY FRIKNH8." price 71 wnta. Thl. beautiful book la publlahed to
u aood not for profit.
It contain, an approprlut. bVrlptur. text and comment
r every day In the year, with apacea for autoarapli. nppoalle. ate.
bound; slit .dee. Hampl. on dlpinv nr the office of thl pnper

Blanks.
G. B. Milholland, of Havener,
who has the only broom factory
Contracts,
Furniture Sale
in Curry County, was in town proper form Lease Blanks, ChatMortgage Deeds,
on business Monday. The qual- tel Mortgages,
Bills of Sale, Power of Attorney,
ity of brooms produced by Mr. Warranty Deeds, Notes
and all
Milholland are as good or better kinds of legal blanks for sale at
than the imported varity.

the News

office.

mat

WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.
"

8

WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
DIRECTORS:
ALEX SHIPLEY, Pres., JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pres., J. C. NELSON, Cashier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL,

W. H. DUCKWORTH,
IHSS52

L. H. SANDERS

Local and Personal
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
A. G. Black, of Hollene, was
a Clovis visitor Wednesday.
GeorRU B. Coffin, of Grady,
was in the city on business Wednesday.
Mr. Mmonton and son, of
Oklahoma, are prospectors in
:he city.
Jeniton Apples $1.50 per box at
Phone 29.
ihe Model Grocery.

Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
B. S. Arnold came down from
Hereford Monday and went out
on the Arnold and O'Brien ranch
north of town.
For Fire Insurance in best old
See Curren
line Companies,
tf
Agency.
a
was
Shopbell,
Slaton,
of
Ed
Clovis visitor Monday, going
from here to Portales and returning again Wednesday.

Iron

J. Rodes.

Walter Mansfield has leased
the lower floor in the American
Mrs. Frank C. Blumlicn left
Bank and Trust building and
far Fort Madison, Iowa, Wednesopen a real estate office
will
day on a visit.
therein.
That wasn't the Caliope you
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
It was that loud suit
hear J.
Jeniton Apples $1.50 per box at
hat Joe Wilkinson wears.
Model Grocery. Phone 29.
the
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
J. J. Kelly, state lecturer for
'Be a hero" is a gospel song.
Masonic lodges of New Mexthe
"Be a booster" is the slogan of
ico,
was in Clovis the first of the
tne Clovis Chamber of Com- week coming up from the Pecos
merce.
Valley Sunday.
Attorney Harry Patton return-fiC. E. Dennis returned from
Thursday from Albuquerque,
Fe Friday, where he went
Santa
legal
where he transacted
to attend a meeting of the board
of penitentiary commissioners to
Bring your hens to Clovis which position he was last week
Creamery and Produce Co. We appointed by the Governor.
are paying 10c Cash for nice fat
Cash Austin, son of A. B.
hens.
Model Grocer was
Austin of
Messrs Jones and Lindley on the sick list several days last
went to the breaks Wednesday week but is able to be back to
They are his job of selling prunes again.
on business matters.
Agents for the Ford car.
Hoes, Rakes and garden tools.
Fine Line Ginghams. A. Phone 72. We deliver.
J. Rodes
best.

A.

d

busi-res-

s.

Bertie Eshleman,
of the Havener neighborhood,
were in the city Monday on land
W. H. and

business.
A. J. Whiting has been on the
sick list for the past ten days,
but is much improved a t the

cresent writing.
says that
has sent his

The Atchison Globe

Forrest Warren

appendix to Joe McGee, of Atchison, who will use it for fish
bait.
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.

to attract more than ordinary
interest It is all home talent
and Clovis has some good entertainers.

Many kinds of

III
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E. H. Olsen, who is with the
engineering department of the
Santa Fe with headquarters at
Galveston, left Saturday after a
stay of several days in Clovis attending to his property interests.
Judge Noble, who recently
underwent an opperation for a
removal of his eye is able to attend to his official duties again.
He is planning on the purchase
of a new eye soon.

Sam Pipkin was in town from
(.'laud Wednesday.
Mr. Pipkin
son
E. F. Hardwick
has a hundred acres in wheat, Charlie Hardwick,
proprietor
which he says looks a3 fine as and manager of the Lyceum
any in the country. He predicts theatre returned Sunday from
a big wheat crop this year.
Artesia where they were water
bound for a day before being

and

Seeds, Bulk Seeds.
able to return.
Garden and Field seeds now
Plumbing, Repair prompt and
:n, and a fine lot they
are. satisfactory. Phone 72.

When you need seeds of any
kind, tfet them at Clovis Cream-trand Produce Co. and save
money.
f

up-to-da- te

A. J. Rodes.

Dress Goods.

S. L. Willis, of Havener,
was elected school director

there

by a large and enthusiastic

ma-

Bargain

ACT QUICKLY

8

s
s

8
50c 8
The Clovis News, regular price 6 months
Holland's Magazine, regular price 6 months 50c 8
Farm and Ranch, regular price 6 months
50c
8
All to You for Only 75c
8
This tremendous saving in price offers
8
an opportunity, which you will
8
bably never have aKain, to secure these
throe j'liblications, each tho best of its
8
kind, at an almo.it unbelievable
tion.
8
This Offer will be Withdrawn Soon
8
Subscribe Today!
8
THE CLOVIS NEWS 8
All

you

Three for Only 75c

pro-

reduc-

SUGAR, 15 lbs. for

Elks' Hall, which was crowded.
Music was furnished
by the
Virginia Minstrel
Orchestra.
Such Music was a real treat to
Clovis dancers.
We recently asked Alex Shipley if in our articles regarding
the cattle sales of his Company,
he was correctly quoted. "Yes"
he replied "except that you failed to mention that sale of 25
bulls we made tjo Littleton."
Well, we said, we thought there
was enough "bull" in the article
as it was.

.

Notice of Contest.
Department of the In tori ir United Stales Kami
Office, Port Surnner. N. M., April lfi, 1H5.
To J a met O'Hura of Clovli. N M.. Contoatee:
You are hereby notified that Berlie Enhleman
e
ai- who five Havener, N M. aa hla
file In thia office
dnnt, did on
hia duly corroborated application to contest find
secure the cancellation of your Homes tend, En.
try No. 07222. Serial No. 07222 made November
10, 1909. for N. K.
Section 30, Township 2 N..
Range 34 E., N. M.
Meridian, and as ground
for his con tost he ullcpes that you have totally
abandoned said land' fur a period o? over two
residence
yetrn lant past ami that a bona-tU- e
has never been eatnblished on the land.
You are. therefore, further notified that the
said alterations will he taken by this office as
having been confvnxed by you, and your said
entry will be cancelled
thereunder without
your further right to he heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal. If you fail to file
twenty day after the
In this office within
t h a
publication
notice
of
FOURTH
your
tielnw,
dhown
answer. unas
der oath, specifically meeting and responding
to these allegation of content, or If you fail
within that time to file in this office due proof
that you have nervud a copy of your answer
on the said constant either in pernon, or by
registered mail. If this service In mailo by the
delivery of a copy of your answer to the contestproof
such
of
service
ant In person,
must be either the said contestant s written ack
nowledgment of hla receipt of the copy, showing the date of ft receipt, or the affidavit of
the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was deliver
ed; If made by registered mail, proof of such ser
vice must consist of the affidavit of the person
by whom the copy was mailed stating when and
the post office to which it was mallad and this
affidavit must be accompanied by the postmast
er's receipt for tho letter.
You should state In your answer the name of
theputtt office to which you dt"lrn future no
l ices

"

$100
$1.00

$1.10
Snowdrift, large pail
$1.35
Cottolene, large pail
18c
Swift Premium Skinned Hams
25c
Majestic Breakfast Bacon, by strip, per lb.
25c
Bonnie brand Jams, per quart
Mississippi brand Sweet Spuds, No. 3 can, per doz 90c
25c
Choice Dried Peaches, 3 Pounds for
45c
Louisiana Beauty Syrup, per gallon
$1.35
Pink Salmon, per dozen cans
$1.30
Lakewood Tomatoes, large cans, per dozen
25c
Van Camps Hominy, No. 3 cans, 3 cans for
Ideal brand Table Peaches, No. 3 cans, per doz, $1.75
35c
Collie brand Peaches, per gallon
30c
Victory brand Apples, per gallon
45c
Capitol brand Peaches, per gallon
45c
Capitol brand Blackberries, per gallon
45c
Capitol brand Apricots, per gallon
50c
C. F. C. A. Loganberries, per gallon
40c
C. F. C. A. Grapes, per gallon
90c
2 gallon jar of Kraut for
$1.15
2 gallon jar of Sour Pickles for
25c
8 bars of Silk Soap for
50c
Layton Health Club Baking Powder, 3 25c cans
$1.50
Jeniton Apples, per box
$1.65 and $1.75
Black Ben Davis Apples, per box

...

Many other bargains you should investigate. We
carry all kinds of fresh Fruits and Vegetables.
You can always do better at the

G
9Q

to be bent to you.
A.

Date

...
-

Compound, Jewel or Advance, large pail

No. 2. "Do your business
with a bank where your depos
its are guaranteed and where
you can get money any time
you want it. We have money
to loan NOW. -- State Bank of
Farwell.

J.

publicmi in
of firt
" ttccond

"

" third

" fourth

"

ash. CegMter.
April :M. l'fc
Api it :m. l!Ut
May 7. I'.K.
May 1. l!ln
V.

Notice of Contest.

t--

IF YOU

From Saturday, April 24th, to Saturday, May 1st,
we are going to give you some genuine bargain
prices in Groceries, What do you think of these:

who

y

I A Big:

Some Stirring Prices I

jority at the recent election,
Shoes! Shoes! Shoes! for all was a business visitor in the city
Monday.
the family. A. J. Rodes.
The Elks gave their annual
Attorney, J. E. Pardue, of the ball Wednesday night in the

Duke, one of the old firm of Reece and Pardue, went
Curry County, was in to Fort Sumner on legal business
in
timers
from his farm Wednesday.
Tuesday. He recently transactClad Hosiery, the very ed business at Santa Rosa.
K, V.

The play to be given by the
Clovis Elks on May 20, promises

Di'pnrtnierit (,f the Interior Unit"! States
Ofllru, Fort Sumner, New Mexico, April 12. 1116.
Contentee:
Tit Minnie M. lowr",
L. Linn
You are hfrcby notiffitl that
who given Clovis. N. M.. care A. K. Curren. aa
adilrefx. did on February 17, 1M
his
file in this office his duly coroltorated application
to contest and secure the cancellation of your
Serial No. W902,
Hornemeud. Kotr. No.
Section 21,
made Augurt2tl. i'.9. for N. w.
Township 2 N.. Kango :W K.. N. M. P. Meridian,
and a grounds for hU, contest he alli'Kiw thst
said
Minnie M. I,owry had wholly abandoned
land for a periorl of over three years UmI past
and next prior to date herein.
You are, therefore, further notified that the
v thin office a
raid allegation will he tnkon
ai.d your staid
having bi'en cnfeHMd by yi
entiywill be canceled hereunder w hout your
further rirht to be hoard therein, eh in-- tie fore
this
tit if utfii': or on ni'peiit. if you ftul to li!
oil. e within twmty Hay aflur the KH.'ICTM
publication of thin notice, n
hwn lfliw, your
rwtd
pecificuiiy
iitiHWtT, under oath,
re"pii'liiig to
allfirat :on of coot (Hi, or tf
you fail within I hut tunc to tilt- in thin ttificotlut'
proof that you have served a copy of y our ans-w- i
r on the contestant either in person or by
irKltertil mull. If this service is made by the
tr
oVIixcry of n copy nf your
to the contestant in prriton, proof of Mich
mutt be
Written acknowloitli'l- (he h.m rontt-Hlatiedgment of Ins reeript of t h copy, 'bowing the
dnteof itt reteipt, or t he ntlidu v it of the person
l
whom the drliwry vwis made plating when
and w here the i opv wan delivered; if m tide by
regit tered mail, proof of such serviro must eod-diof the affidavit of the person by whom the
copy was mailed Mating when and the post office
to which it was mailed, and this affidavit must
by the ptut master's receipt for
the tetter.
You should slate In your armwer the name of
the post office to which you desire future notice
to tw sent to you.
A. J. Kvani. Ilrglstor,
Haymcnimi Haiikihon. Itccfivcr.
Onto of first publication April iH, lJl&
"
" " !Mcond
April '10. 11Ij
" " third
"
May 7. Hir,
"
" " fourth
May 14. ll!i

letr

ths'

J. W. Stewart has sold his
real estate business and leased
his office on North Main Street
prepared for drilling and
to Ben J. Catt and will go into I am
of well repair work.
kinds
all
the farming business with his
me for prices,
See
big tractor or. an extensive scale.
W. F. BRASWELL
Mr. Catt is too well known to
5 Miles Southeast of Clovis.
Clovisites to need any introduction on our part as he was in the
real estate business here for a
H. H. Hale, of Texico, was in
number of years when the town
was new. He is a rustler and a the city Friday. He reports a
good citizen and we welcome his big rain in the Texico country,
Life."
but not so heavy a here.
During the business session an return.
invitation to attend a meeting of
the Portales Woman's Club on
Friday the 23rd, was announced
and plans to attend, were dis-

Clovis Woman's Club
The Clovis Woman's Club met
Tuesday aftarnoon April 20th.
with Mrs. S. C. Nutter.
The program opened with cur
rent events after wnich the
history lesson (a) Middle Zone
(b) The Far South was very ably
led by Mrs. W. E. Carroon.
M,rs. Nooner followed with a
very interesting sketch "Early
American Firesides and Home

WORK

WELL

i

Clovis Time Card

cussed.

(J'jcts other than C!'i; "embers were: Mesdames !'' scoe,
D. N. Croft and Mis.. Mary

No. 22

EAST BOUND
(Chicago Flyer)

No. 114

(Kansas City Express)

No. 21

(The Missionary)

No. 117

(From Kansas City)
NORTH BOUND
(From Pecos Valley)

KniRht.
lunchdelicious
butand
bread
consisting
of
eon
nut salad,
ter sandwiches,
fruit salad, sweet pickles, white
cake and cofTee were served by
A

two-cours-

e

Mrs. W. G. Nutter.
The Club will meet next with
Mrs. Wm. Pattison, May 4th.
tor a Club Picnic.
Joe La Londe is very sick in

the hospital with pneumonia.

Watch for our line of Children's, Dresses and Hats. A.
J. Rodes.

Arrive 7:10 A.
Leave 7:45 A.
.Leave 3:10 P.

M.
M.
M.

Arrive 7:35 A.
Leave 8:00 A.
Arrive 1:10 A.

M.
M.
M.

WEST BOUND

No. 933
No. 937
No. 921
No. 933

SOUTH BOUND
(recos Valley Express)
VIA. LUBBOCK CUT-OF-

(South from East)
(Texas Daily)

Arrive 0:30
Leave

A. M.

8:10 A. M.

F

Arrive 7:15 A.

Uave 7:35

M.
A. M.

CLOVIS. BUSINESS DIRECTORY AND RAILROAD TIME TABLE
Mason's
Confectionery

TRAINS
MOUNTAIN TIME

-S-

TOP A- T-

W. A. Gillenwater

The Antlers Hotel

"

Arrive 7:10 A. M.

"

Lnvi

No. 1H K. C. Exiircu
LUIIKOCK

7:45

A. M.

Leave 3:10 P. M.
CUT.OKF

No. 921 South from Eaat Arrive 7:16 A. M.
VJ2
IJally
Leave 7:36 A. M.

4fe

Mrs. M. Lyons, Prop.

Cold Drinks,
The Best Hotel in the City.
Good Meals,
Ice Cream,
Fresh Fruits, Good Rooms,
Reasonable.
Prices
Choice Candies
Main St.

Phone 162. West Grand Ave.

Phone

TRAINS

LAWYER

MOUNTAIN

EAST BOUND
No. 22 Chlcaico Flyer

The Curren Agency

Will Practice in All Courts.

Office

Insurance, Real Estate
and Rentals.

Arrive
Arrive

H37

7:35 A. H.
Leave 810 A. M.
1:10 A. M,

SOUTH BOUND
,
P. V. Expri'xa
Leave 8:10 A. M.

NORTH HOUND
No. BM From Pcm V. Arrive

Phone 32.

Antlers Bldg.

120.

No. 21 The Millenary
No. 117 From K. C
No.

or. Main St., Grand Ave

rhone

215.

TIME

WEST DOUNO

:30

A. M.

all
1
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Do You Want a

EASTHAM

Home ?
WE SELL

GROCERIES
West Grand Ave.

.
-2....
UAVBi

Laundry

STAPLE AND FANCY

:;K

V:

Urn

rVvQRe

-'

STAR

Lumber, Lime, Cement
All Building Material

Telephone 75.

Phone 23.
;

'

v. 41

Houston- - Hart
Lumber Co.

e--

r'fa."

Get Ready for th? 191G Cain- paign by Subacribing for

The Clovis News

.mi

w (

Book end Job Printing
Oldest Established.
Largest Circulation.
Not owned by any ring or political organization.
$U)0 a year.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
Keeping a man's nose to the grind
stone doesn't sharpen bis wits.

SYSTEMS OF
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Of Two Evils.
Silllcus Some men are sorry they
are married, and some are sorry tbey
are not.
Cynlcus Well, It's better to be
sorry you are not than sorry you
are.

DT THE UNITED STATES

white ant or "ter- is one of the so- 11,,H social Insects that
lives In a highly organ- 1

Many a man burns his bridges
him without carrying any fire

le THE WHITE M

PREPARED
I

Red Cross Bag Wot make the laundress
hanpy, makes clothea whiter than snow.
AU lioou grocers,
aui.

there are. castes royal,
military, working and
colonizing. Unfortunately for man, however, the
caste system is designed
to aid "hlti nut" communities in destroying timber, and has helped to gain
for It llio reputation of being one of
the most destructive pests. Crumbling
allK, collapsing floors, breaking bean
pole (i ml weakened fence posts are
evidences of the ravages of this tiny
Insidious insect.
The term "white ant" is misleading,
as It causes many people to consider
this insect merely a variety of the
ordinary tint, and therefore scientists
use tile word "termite" In preference,
to describe the Insect. As a matter of
furl, i ho real unt is one of the enemies most to be feared by the termite.
'1'he tuo inserts may be commonly
found Inhabiting the same log or
stump mid yet the former will capture
and carry away members of a colony
of termites If they are at all disorganized by being exposed. Such a helpless colony will attract from a distance ants of several Bpecles and will
offer little resistance to the murauders
The ruste system, which Is BUch a
distinctive fenture of the life of the
white ant, Is evident only among the
adults of a colony. When the young
have Just batched from the eggs, as
soft white grubs, they seem more or
less the same, but after a series of dormant stages nnd molts they develop
along particular lines.
The "workers" are probably the
most Important caste in any colony.
They make the excavations where the
ants are to live, and help care for the
royal couples and the young.
The "soldiers" are more highly specialized workers, but are functionally
leBs Important than the workers. The
soldier", nre armed with a powerful
head and "pinchers" which afford protection to the colony when there Is an
attack made through the opening of
the narrow chnnnels leading to the
nests. Their suit of armor is not complete, however, and their soft bodies
are quite defenseless when a colony is
opened up nnd an energetic army of
real ants attacks them.
The "colonists" are the winged members of the community, who in the
spring II y away In great numbers to
found new colonies. These establish
themselves In pairs and Immediately
devote themselves to raising a new
Each original pair becommunity.
comes a "royal couple" In its new en-

$

young trees forest tree nursery stock.
for example eventually cutting the
trees off near the ground, and examination disclosing that the stems were
honeycombed. This is not necessarily
due to the presence of dead wood near
by, since termites will tunnel for long
distances underground.
While usually confining their work
to moist or decaying timber or to vegetable material of any sort, and to
books and papers that are somewhat
moist, termites will attack seasoned,
dry wood, provided there Is access to
moisture elsewhere; t. e.. they use
moist grass and earth in extending the
burrows, thus creating more favorable
In the southern states
conditions.
termites will Infest the bark and outer
layers of the wood of the base of yellow pines killed by bark beetles before
the foliage has fallen; trees that have
been killed In the spring and show
h-brown
needles and much fallen
foliage being InfeBted by the middle of
August Trees killed In the spring
will have the outer layers of wood of
the base honeycombed by the follow-InDecember.
The larger-celled- ,
spring wood is eaten away
hardllrst, leaving the smaller-celled- ,
er, summer wood uneaten.
The United States department of agriculture has Issued a bulletin describing the white ant from a sclentltlo
standpoint, and suggesting many remedies for limiting the ravages of these
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little creatures.
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queen, the latter caring for the young
and moving the newly hatched grubs
from place to place when the colony Is
disturbed.
Notwithstanding the fact that the
white ant Is such an interesting insert. It is one of the most destructive
in North America. While in a way they
serve in a tavorable role by converting
the wood of dead stumps and trees
Into valuable soil material, this Is
more than offset by the damage they
Inflict on Injured living trees, to say
nothing of their Insidious borings Id
all manner of timbers, props, poles
and posts, which often give way without the slightest warning. White ants
will Infest the heartwood of living
trees injured at the base by Are, disease or other Insects, and sometimes
in such trees they excavate upward
throughout the dead heartwood, longitudinal tunnels, Irregular in diameter.
These insects also Infest the roots
of living trees, finding IngresB through
abandoned burrows of the large
borers. Sometimes tbey girdle

vironment
Among other social Insects, like the
bee. the king of a new colony dies immediately after he has fulfilled bis usefulness. However, the king termite
continues to inhabit the cell with the

round-beade-

d

The Aggression of 8tates.
The world Is dlvNed, politically.
Into states. These states are a kind
of abstract beings, distinct from the
men, women and children who Inhabit
them. They are in perpetual and inevitable antagonism to one another;
and though they may group themselves In alliances, these can be only
for temporary purposes to meet some
other alliance or single power. For
states are bound by a moral or physical obligation to expand indefinitely,
ench at the cost of the others. They
are natural enemies, they always have
been so, and they always will be; and
force Is the only arbiter between them.
That being so, war Is an eternal necessity. As a necessity, It should be accepted, if not welcomed, by all sound- men. Pathinking and
cifists are men at once weak and
dangerous. They deny a fact as fundamental as any of the facts of the
natural world. And their influence,
if thev have any, can only be dis
astrous to their state In its ceaseless
and Inevitable contest with other
states. Prom the Atlantic.
sound-feelin-

-

SUFFERED FOR FOUR YEARS.

Smithsonian Hears of More Great Sea Serpents

Mr.
Officials of the Smithsonian Institution consider the
Tenn.,
celpt of sea serpent stories merely a part of the day'i work and refuse which
to be in the least excited by telegrams or letters telling or the discovery oi caused
the marine monster. Two such re
ports fame to them recently,

r ASHINGTON.

how-ava-

L.k'

t?

that

'told

wAM anmAwhfit

Interesting

of the finding of the re- ,erPent at lndl8n Rock8'
on the west coast or Florida not tar
from St. Petersburg. The creature
was described as fully 40 feet long,
with a huge head, and If It was not
a veritable sea serpent, the oldest
fisherman on the coast did not know
no
Unfortunately,
what It was.
scientist was at hand to preserve tho
remains, and neither was anyone there with a camera. The other sea mon
ster, discovered on Dernlere island, Louisiana, was described as a huge fish,
"80 feet long and with an estimated weight of 80 tons 180,000 pounds
with the head of an elephant with Ivory tusks, the snout of an alligator and
the body of a whale." This, the officials assert, probably la the carcass of a
whale of unusual size.
Most frequently the fish which Is mistaken for a sea serpent Is the
thrasher shark, which grows to a length of 20 feet or more. This shark is
commonly known to fishermen In northern Atlantic waters, in the Mediter
shark,
ranean sea and also off the coast of Callforn'a as the "swingle-tailebecause of the great length of Its tall. Frequently when a number of these
sharks travel together there Is the appearance of an extraordinarily long fish,
and the long tails, which are used to thrash through the water, support tho
belief that a sea serpent has been seen.
'
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weakened mv kidneys and
aa awful bad backache and
Inflammation
of
the bladder. Later I became so
much worse that
consulted
a
I
,
JT
rjZZ doctor, who said
that I had Dia- -

n,aX.W's

my heart WM

icciea.

i

suuer-M-

r.

J. M. Sinclair. ed for four years
and was In a nervous state and very
The doctor's medimuch depreBBcd.
cine didn't help me, so I decided to
try Dodds Kidney Pills, and I cannot
say enough to express my relief and
thankfulness, as they cured me. Diamond Dinner Pills cured me of Constipation."
Dodde Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
your dealer or Dodde Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Dodds Dyspepsia Tablets for Indigestion have been proved.
60c. per box. Adv,

d

A Good Job.
The professional Joker entered the
olllce oue morning in tine humor. "Say,
he shouted to his friend at the
Education Illll,"
Lacks in Way of
What
next desk, "1 beard of a Job that would
Interest you. It takes only a few
many Americans who have begun their art studies abroad hours In the evening and pays good
that
REALIZINO
to continue their work In the United States because of money."
the European war, Dr. P. P. Claxton, commissioner of the United States bu
"Fine!" Bald Hill. "Tell us about
reau of education, has had a report
It."
"Well, you Juiit go down to the
made on the professional art schools
.
aquarium and see my friend Mr.
of this country by Miss Florence N.
Levy, editor of the American Art
He'll fix It up for you. Hut be sure
Annual. In the studv which Miss
to bring a trap along."
Levy has made, she has outlined the
"A trap?"
history of the movement In this coun"Sure. You'll have to have a trap.
try and has described the system of
The Job's catching mice for the caV
management of the various Institufish."
tions, Including the academic schools,
art,
schools of design and Industrial
Easy Money.
Bchools of architecture and of normal
Burglar Come, now, I Just beat up
rt. Miss Levy la of tho opinion that,
.
.
got upstairs here and
while great progress has been made In the development of many art scliooia the Janitor and
that Americans I want your purse quick.
In this country, art education as a whole lacks
You beat up the
Flatdweller
apparently have begun at tho wrong end. having many schools devoted to
u
academic work In contrast to a few industrial an scuouia. u
flurglar Yes. Here, where are
much can be done by the federal, stale and municipal governments In tho
way of encouraging tho progress of fine and industrial arts In the United going?
Flatdweller
It's all right. I haven't
States by establishing a system of scholarships Blmllar to the practice In a
can
number of European systems. There a system of amall scholarships haB any puree myself, but I'm sure I
been developed which gradunlly eliminates the less talented pupils, but gives raise one among the tenants In a few
minutes.
continued and Increasing support to the unusually gifted.
According to Miss Levy, the Centennial exposition In Philadelphia In
8h
An Insinuation.
187G. stimulated a new Interest In art and art education In America.
"Tbey tell me, Mrs. Comeup, your
credits the Columbian exposition In Chicago In 1893, and tho Iulslana Purchase exposition, in 1904, as giving added Impetus to the art movement In the daughter went through that recepexposition, tion In ber honor without any faux
United States, and expresses the belief that the Pannma-Paclflpas."
In San Francisco during the coming year, will bring about a great awakening
In art on the Pacific const.
"No such thing! She had as much
of It as anybody that was there."

Art

America

iial-tor- ?

u.ii.

yo)

c

At the 8equel 8how.

A

young woman in Harlem blamed

the tango for her bad temper which
caused her to abuse ber mother and
net arrested. Her disposition before
the tango craze started was probably
nothing to brag of.

When Adamson

Appeared in New Suit of Clothes

Proofs of It
"The author or that work hasn't a
leg to stand on."
"How about his footnotes?"

CHARLES ADAMSON, representative from deorgla for the past
years
and chairman of the house committee on Interstate and foreign
If
commerce, has a new suit of clothes This announcement would not be made
but for the reason that Judge Adam- Chickens come home to roost, and
son seemed a bit rt the other day promissory note always displays the
when he strode In before about thirty same tendency.
of bis colleagues attired In the new
YOU LIKE

t

ILLIAM
16

FUNERAL

J. IT. Sinclair of OllvehllL
writes: "I strained my back,

PATRIOT

h--

fa) W&MV- -

purchase
and nobody noticed It.
Adamson haB been careless of his
clothing, save that he has shown a
particular fondness for bright red
neckties and red vests, and his suit
usually fits him about as gracefully
He does
as a shirt on a beanpole.
not care, so long as he Is comfortable,
but so much comment had been made
on his wearing apparel, both verbal and published, that the Judge, as he Is
familiarly known, decided to tone up a bit. Accordingly he bought this new
suit and wandered In where the crowd was thickest, In the house lobby, to
show It oft. He strutted up and down the lobby severul times and finally
blurted out:
"Well, I don't see any use In buying a new suit If nobody Is going to say
anything about It."
Whereupon conversation ceased and Adamson was "given the once over"
fjy about thirty pairs of eyes, and Instead of compliments the remarks were,
Where did you get It?" "How did It happen?" ct cetera. He said:
wanted to charge me $14 for this same suit, but I thought
"You see, th
that was too much and so I waited until they had a marked down sale and
got it for $10."
costume, InIn summer Adamson is one of the first to don an
cluding white canvas shoes and white socks, and the suit usually has the
appearance of having been used also as pajamas ai mgui. It Is therefore an
vent when Adamson puts on a new suit.
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Medullles Mllitalres, passing tbroush the Court of Honor of the Invalides.

GATHER DUST

Electricity
Why Rooms Lighted by
of
Bane
the
From
Free
Are
the Housw".

and p aster
Tbe reason that lath
Is explained
walls become streaked
In Nature as due to
b, John Altkenof hot
air to deposit Its
th, tendency surfaces;
and the colder
cold
on
dust
the weaker the powerpro-U-of
slstaSe So where the laths
lnS piaster from the cold reside

the plaster receives less deposit of
dust than where It Is between me
laths.
Wherever a hot steam or water
pipe comes through a wall a vertical
streak of dust may be seen above It,
due to the hot air driving the dust
against the cold wall. Rooms that are
heated by open grates are much less
dusty than those heated bj radiators,
because in the former the furniture is
heated principally by radiation, and.
being warmer than the air. It repels
tbo particles of dust Instead of catch

alphabet makes a big difference In a congressman's quota of leisure.
be born under a letter coining In the last chapter of the alphabet is
just as handv for a congressman as being born under a lucky star. Here Is
an example: One of the big gongs In
the house rfllre building sounded
ominously, notifying members that YflU OUCHTTOBE
patriots over In the house chamber CLAD YOUR wnt
were fixing to hold a roll call and that sunns wm

THE

rtnimni

Cortege of Patlpot. president of

Is Very Important to Congressmen

,imT
I'arls.

ing them, while In the latter the air
heats the furniture and In so doing
deposits Its dust on it
Rooms lighted by electricity keep
t)mn Ihiiss heated by gas.
nionn
simply because the light la almost
cold.
Mr Allknn Bums it UO as follows:
"Any surface hotter than the air keeps
free from dust.

innr

ki

n ttm Tlnlted States. Germany
has the greatest number of telegraph
offices and the largest una mueaci.

all hands should heave ho. Repreiiwtead or
sentative Allen of Ohio came scamperOR P
.
ing out of his oflW and headed toward the nearest elevator, for Inasmuch as his name comes among the
first of the A's, he bad little time to
lose. A few doors from Allen's place
la the office of Representative Young
of North' Dakota. "Aren't you going over to vote?" asked Atfen. "Oh, yes;
later on I will," replied Young, yawning. "I've got three or four dozen letters
to dictate first, Mi here's a couple of big reports I must read over. What's
"
that
Hut Allen had hustled along.
Inasmuch as It takes about forty minutes to call the roll. Young and the
rest of tbe Y's. and a lot. more congressmen with lucky Initials can take their
term In congress a man with the right sort
time. At the end of a two-yeof an Initial letter ought to gain at least seven or eight weeks of spare time
ever his 'ess fortunate colleagues.
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SOME HARD KNOCKS
Woman Gets Rid of "Coffee Habit"

The Injurious action of coffee on the
hearts of mauy persons 1b well known
by physicians to be caused by caffeine.
This Is the drug found by chemists la
coffee and tea.
A woman suffered a long time with
severe heart trouble and finally her
doctor told her she must give up coffee, as that was tbe principal cause of
tbe trouble. She writes:
"My heart was so weak It could not
My husband
do Its work properly.
would sometimes have to carry me
from the table, and It would seem that
I would never breathe again.
"The doctor told me that coffee wse
causing the weakness of my heart. He
said I must stop It, but It seemed I
could not give It up until I was down
In bed with nervous prostration.
"For eleven weeks I lay there and
Finally husband brought
suffered.
home some Postum and I quit coffee
and started new and right Slowly I
got well. Now I do not have any headaches, nor those spells with weak
heart. Wo know It Is Postum that
helped me. The Dr. said tho other
day: 'I never thought you would be
what you are.' I used to weigh 91
pounds and now I weigh U8.
"Postum has done much for me at
I would not go back to coffee again,
for I believe It would kill me If I kept
at It Postum must be prepared according to directions on pkg., then It
has a rich flavor and with cream la
fine."
Name given by Postum Co., flattie
Creek, Mich. Read "The Foad to
In pkgs.
Postum comes In two forms:
must be well
Regular Postum
boiled. 15c and 2Go packages.
Instant Postum Is a soluble powder. A teaspoonfu'l dissolves quickly
In a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
Instantly. 30c and 60e tins.
Both kinds are equally delicious and
eost per cup about the same.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
.old by Oroceri.
Well-vllle-

,"
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
Paulo sat on the dungeon floor and
shnt out the terrible sight of the skeletons of hla predecessors and sought to
gather his thoughts into some kind of
semblance of order, resolving that he
would as long as possible keep from
going stark mad.
And meantime he would live on the
victims of his crushing heel; food
which, he decided, could not be so very
unsavory, since It furnished sustenance, as books of travel had told him,
for thousands of Mongolians In the
purlieus of the far cftles of the Chi

And what If thy absence be king. And I I, Hagar alone possess
discovered? Surely then thou wilt be the power to change thee back again
accused of making tryst with some Into human shape. Oo now with courlover. And then the king In his rage age, Godlva! But hist! Who comes?"
Two forms darkened the entrance
will Imprison thee In the tower of the
left wing and thy days of freedom will to the cave. They entered Into the
cone of the firelight.
be over."
Both were
There Is a way, Sancha, to accom dressed In princely array; and one In
pllsh all things If one so wills. And particular wore a long cloak that was
I will to look upon this wench to see drawn across the wearer's face so that
y
whether she be as beautiful as thou only the eyes were revealed.
dost Infer. If thy description fits her,
"The king's chamberlain!"
whisamiiuiiiiHiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiininiiiiijiniu
Sancha, woe to this wench. 6he shall pered Hagar to Godlva. " 'TIs the one
AN AMERICAN MYSTIC
feel my power to the uttermost. If not who wears no cloak. Beware. At the
nese empire.
beautiful, then I shall smile upon ber first movement of these visitors to
Pmm th Photoplay bp
and send her to a place far beyond place a bund upon tbue take thou
JAMBS OUVU
Francis Grlerson, the American
our realm. If beautiful she shall be that potion."
CURWOOD
CHAPTER IV.
mystic who was brought up on the
crushed this night."
The two figures now came closer to
prairies of Illinois, Is recognized to"But how art thou to leave the pal the witch and to Godlva. The figure
With lUurtrsttou from the ProThe Quest! of Urania.
day as one of the most mysterious
long
In
ace
duction f tht su Poixtcop Co.
the
cloak
your
grounds
I
muffled
to
again
and
the
Queen Dulclnea strolled through the
ask
and enigmatic figures in the world.
eyes stared, nay, glared, at Godlva
palace gardens, accompanied by her majesty?"
He Is able to do things that lead to
'Sancha," the queen replied, "curb till the girl backed away in fear of
Awhile she paused
uiiimmmirmiimimjrirnniiniininiinnmTTtfmninnmRnmimtnninuai
the belief that he Is something more
to watch the gallants who were play thy curiosity. Meet me an hour from eyes so mulevolent.
than human. Ills prophetlo gifts hav
For the one who wore the long
Ing tennis on the courts where the this at the postern door in the worn.
CHAPTER III Continued.
astounded the greatest of living
cloak was none other than Queen Dul
greensward was as smooth and level an's wing of the palace."
scientists; he can sit at the piano and
A glimpse they gave Paulo of the In. as a ballroom floor. Tiring of this,
And Queen Dulclnea glided majestic clnea thus disguised as a courtier.
her
for hour after h"ur Improvise the
fernal place below Into which they majesty turned away to seek a more ally away, leaving Sancha smiling an And the queen, looking upon Godlva
most beautiful of music, to the wonnow meant to cast him headlong. Full sequestered spot. But what was this? evil smile.
without uttering one word, perceived
der and delight of the world's greatthirty feet deep was this oubliette, Who beckoned so cautiously from be
For Sancha. though his words to the that Godlva was Indued beautif- ulest musicians; his writings In English
from
grating at the top to hind yonder rose bower? Who would queen were oft of love, secretly hated more beautiful than the
and French, both prose and poetry,
the atone floor at the bottom. And dare beckon thus familiarly to the her. He hated her for refusing full queen of Urania. And In that mohave won the warm praise of the
down Into thia taut home of the queen, and with beckoning hand meant many times his urglngs that they fly ment of silent scrutiny the queen of
most exacting critics.
doomed, Paulo looked through the for her eye alone T Who but Sancha, together and leave the king alone In
Rom In England, Grlerson was
grating aghast at the full meaning of the king's chamberlain? That Sancha hla palace. And now now would be
reared In Illinois, and as a youth
hla captivity. He knew that he was to loved her, she well knew. For had the hour of triumph for Sancha. For
made his debut as a musical prodigy
be cast Into thla deep well, there slow. she not permitted Sancha's own tongue he would now show to the proud queen
In Paris. Because of his wonderful
ly to dwell till starvation overtook him to tell of bis love In many a meeting a woman more beautiful than she. And
improvisations he became at once the
and left his bones to turn to dust. It clandestine T And she, the queen-e- ven he, Sancha, would have the secret sat
musical celebrity or the day and was
was Indeed the death dungeon of the
she waa not averse to hearing the Isfactlon of humlllutlng this woman
heard and feted in most of the capi
king's palace.
honeyed words that fell from the lips who bad refused hie pleas for her to
tals of Europe. Later In life he gradThe king's men lifted the Iron
of the handsome and bold chamber fly with him. Ah. he would now see
ually abandoned muslo for literature, and he has written some notable books.
now and prepared to caet the prls- lain.
the proud Queen Dulclnea humbled to
One of the best of them is. "The Valley of Shadows," which has been called
oner down Into his last home, while
The queen, with a scarcely percep- earth by a mere wench.
a picture of the heart of America In the period Immediately preceding the
the king looked on gloatingly, sneering tible nod, made response to Sancha's
Civil war.
CHAPTER V.
In triumph at his power thus to pun-Is- beckonings.
With a more pronounced
Many of this strange man's utterances hove been stnrtllngly prophe'ic.
the humble man who bad dared In' nod of her queenly head, she gave thus
The Magic Potion,
He foretold the
war of 1870, the wars of Japan with China
terpose between blm and Qodlva, his without words an order to her ladles
The capture of i'uulo in the forest
and Russia, the Boer war and the present great conflict. He has now been
passion's desire.
to remain by the courts and Indicated had been witnessed from a distance by
making predictions as to the results of this war. What England wins, he
They freed Paulo's hands. And that it was her pleaeure that she Hagur, the witch. For this cruelty of
says, will be dearly paid for; what she loses will be lost forever. If the
then began another fight with the should stro'l unattended.
the king to a young niun to whom she
allies win England will have to Aght Russia. In the meantime Japan will
king' men such as none of the king
To a point beyond the arbor the had freely given her friendship how
strike when the moment arrives heedless of any neutrality that may exist.
men had ever encountered
before, queen strolled.
Hagar
hated him' She would help
And when she was
Paulo fought tooth and nail, biting into safely beyond the sight of the tennis these children aye! she would at once
the flesh of hlB tormentors, wrestling, courts and the players and the ladles make preparation to supply them with
hammering, tripping them up, and who waited there, the queen beckoned the wherewithal to circumvent the
TRAVELS A LONG BEAT
anon scattering them right and left
to Sancha to Join her.
ultimate purpose of the king In cap
fight
of one who knows that unless
the
"Grave news, your majesty," said turing Puulo and commanding that he
Harry J. Chrlstoffer Is a police
he wins now he will never have an Sancha. "I bring you news of the be put to death.
man whose beat Is 1,500 miles long
other chance so to fight.
king, your husband."
For Hagar had not only witnessed
It was dimly In the mind of Paulb,
and more than 1,000 miles wide. His
the taking of Paulo. She had also from
Sancha boldly clasped the queen
too, that in some way, somehow, he hand. She
day trick Is three months long, for
his pressure with a distance witnessed the manifestation
returned
might now escape and fly to the cave a smile, For Sancha was a man whose of the king's passion for Godlva. And
he patrols a district in the land of the
'
midnight sun. And when ho comes
of Hagar, the wltcb, as Qodlva bad good looks and arts of fascination Hagar was wise In the ways of bad
5
suggested.
home on a furlough it costs him nearcould enthrall any woman, apd surely men. She knew thut the king had no
Hut again the fight was foredoomed fascinate a woman who, like the queen good Intentions toward Godlva, So Queen Dulclnea Disguised as a Cour ly $500. Actually, Mr. Chrlstoffer Is
tier.
to failure through sheer force of num was much neglected by her august bus. Hagar resolved now to provide Godlva
chief warden of Alaska for the bureau
with
means
nullify
who
the
to
band
entirely
left her more than he should
the Urania was planning the speedy death of fisheries. After two years of duty
-"" '"
f
Ik he far North he came to Washingj !.( hot to her own devices.
-t
king's plans for the ensnaring of the of the one who was more beautiful
ton recently to spend two months
rrlthee, good Sancha," the queen dove.
than she.
resting and compiling Mb report.
Back to her cave Hagar hobbled and
said. "What possible news of the king
And with the queen was Sancha,
Mr. Chrlstoffer is well known In
can Interest hie spouse who rarely there at once began preparing a brew who watched all this with serene sat
Washington from the time he spent
of great and magic power. With roue isfaction.
sees him?"
He saw the malevolent
saw
News of one who is beautiful, your leaves Bhe filled the pot that hung over eyes of his lady love, who had refused there as scientific assistant at the
t
When the work
majesty,"
Sancha replied, artfully the Are. To these she added sundry to fly with him and he gloated at the bureau of fisheries.
animals
knowing that here was a subject that herbs and then stirred the whole In tight of the humbling of the first of protecting the
of Alaska was undertaken by Undo
would Bwaken the queen's Interest be water that had passed through her Indy of the land by a mere wench.
Sam, ho volunteered to
the
own mouth. She stirred and stirred
yond perad venture.
"Hagar,' now said Sancha, "we task of being the chief assume
warden of
And so it proved. For the queen the concoction till Anally she added come but to pay our respects to thy
He chose to deal with the
drew herself up with mighty hauteur some secret concomitants known only wisdom and to bring thee this token Alaska.
animals of the interior, while his asand jeered at Sancha but Jeered with to witches. And with that the brew of our esteem."
sistants are stationed along stretches
dangerous light in her eyes. For simmered down and presently only a
Sancha produced a human skull and of
,
the bleak coast where they also
Queen Dulclnea, at mention of the powder was left In the cauldron.
presented It to the witch.
look after the salmon and seal fiBherles. Mr. Chrlstoffer's principal work is
powder
Hagar
This
"beauty."
took from the
word
scented a rival In the
Within that framework of bone,'
and developing the new industry of breeding the silver gray
king's affections. And she asked:
kettle and poured Into a small vial and Sancha said, "once palpitated a brain In protecting many
fox, which
Americans now are embarking upon In Alaska. In the
And the one who hi beautiful. corked It with rose leaves. She was Ailed with wledom. It sat upon the hope
of duplicating the profits already made at that enterprise by Canadians.
Sancha?
What interest holds such ready now for the coming of Godlva. shoulders of one who was cast Into
And lo! Presently Godlva herself the death dungeon where now Paulo A silver gray fox Is worth $1,000 or more.
news for me?"
"Deep Interest, your majesty. The appeared, entering the cave with the the huntsman dwells amid the rats
king Is pleased to And In the one who drooping form and sorrowing face of
This last remark Sancha made pur
MRS. PALMER'S "PRINCIPALITY"
Is beautiful a new toy. He Is even now one In travail.
posely to bring words of agony from
Hagar," Godlva said, "my heart Is the Hps of the frightened and awed
plotting to bring the one who is beau
forever emptied of happiness and my Godlva.
tlful here to the palace."
Mrs. Potter Palmer of WashingQueen Dulclnea drew herself up still soul aches for the clasp of death. I
Godlva did now Indeed leap into life.
ton and Chicago and her father, Col.
wish no longer to live. Paulo Is in the She knelt at the feet of the apparent
more haughtily.
H. H. Honore, who Is ninety-thre- e
L.I if
'Forsooth!" she exclaimed. "And king's hands and Is to die. Thut I courtier who was really the queen and
'i! "I
years old, are developing their "prinwhy should not his majesty bring one should outlive my lover is not possible. entreated the disguised one thus:
Paulo In th Dungeon.
cipality" in southern Florida.
Mrs.
who Is beautiful here to the palace? Thy words of warning concerning the
'Noble thou lookest, sir, and there
Palmer has the largeBt plantation In
bers. With one last mighty struggle Mlghtet thou not refer to a horse, or king O Hagar! would that 1 had fore noble thou must be in heart. Can
the state. Twenty experienced real
Paulo at luet was compelled to yield
et a fawn or a new deerhound? All heeded thee In every particular!"
one so noble refuee the prayer of one
estate men are working under Colo"Courage, my dove!" the witch so humble? I beseech your gracious
to the power of full a doten arms of these, Sancha, are beautiful somenel Honore, and none Is more alert
Iron as they clamped and clasped times. And the king has a penchant cackled. "No harm shall befall thee. n ess In behalf of the one who has
than he.
about him and lifted him over the open for such pets."
Warn thee again I must of the king. been mentioned as resting now at the
"I expect to make a fortune," he
grating.
Nay, mistress. Not a horse. Nor The king seeks thy very self and bottom of the oubliette at the king's
.
iold. "out of my property In southern
naught but magic can give him pauee. palace. Thy Intercession, noble sir,
And then through space he fell feet yet a fawn or a hound. But a woman!
Florida, which I intend to hold for
first landing on the stone floor below.
The queen started. Her eyes blaxed And that magic I possess."
entreat. Vouchsafe thy mercy, si-r20 years."
Upward be looked to the grating, with wrath. Queen Dulclnea surely
What mean you, Hagar? What can plead for me and mine with his maj
Colonel Honore, who Is a Kentuck-lan- ,
cursing the Jeering faces he saw look was wroth at mention of a woman. For magic do for one whom the king has esty for the life of the one I love."
has approached the ceiiiury mark
Ing down upon him. Cursing even the Queen Dulclnea was a jealous queen set his Jaw to win?
am but as a bird
But the cruel queen merely turned
without a care line on his
klrg, who peered down for this last Moreover, she was a cruel woman. of the trees at (lie mercy of the arch- - her back and left the cave. And San
faco and confidently expects
glimpse of the one who had dared That she would brook the presence of
cha followed her out.
to realize this dream of longevity.
stand In his path between majesty aud a rival In the palace wae not in her
And Hagar the witch caught Godlva
Mrs. Palmer, social queen of two
Godlva.
in her bony arms.
nature. For Queen Dulclnea was no
For Godlva was
continents, never allows a day to pats
And then the king's men closed the weak female. She had not the unfal
ollapsing from sheer grief, sobbing
without indulging In a tramp of eight
grating and looked it with a huge key tering fidelity of her husband, the king,
her heart out, grief added to grief, at
miles or more on the beach that adAnd then the king and the king's men that was true. Hut at least his maj
learning that one so noble looking as
joins her vast estate near Saratoga,
went away and mounted to the bright esty knew his queen well enough to
yonder courtier could indeed prove
Is hunting nirate trenmiro.
er rooms of the pnlace.
know that even neglect of her would
to bo one so calloused of heart as to Thousands of acres of gulf bordering unless she by
land owned
Paulo, In the dungeon, found that not result In the queen's Indifference
refuse to vouchsafe so much as one fested more than a century ago by pirates, IncludingMrs. Palmer were in
the Snanish terror.
light was vouchsafed to prisoners here, to the presence of rivals within the
word of encouragement or even of Gnsporilla, who
erected a stronghold on Gasparlllu isle, site of the thriving
light coming from that same aperture palace.
,
girl
sorrow
the
pity
for
a
of
whose
V
port of Boca Grando, from which he and his baud of high-teI
In the room above containing the gratcutthroats
"How know you of the king's plans.
only fun It was thnt she loved the man sallied forth In search of
defenseless merchant ships.
ing. And what chill horrors now did Sancha?" she asked.
who had struck the king of Urania In
that shaft of light disclose. Yonder
I overheard all, your majesty.
I
defense of her own honor.
were piles of bones and skulls of pris- heard the king plotting with the chief
"Courage!" crooned the witch. "Re
oners pant, captives who had been equerry to bring the beautiful one to
"BUG" THAT MADE GOOD
member the potion that will give you
dropped Into this place even as he, the palace. Thoy plan to smuggle the
surcease of sorrow by turning you Into
Paulo, had been dropped never again
ench in without the knowledge of
a white rose with life that shall be
In a shop at Rosebank, Staten
to return to the world from which they your most gracious self. They plan to
Imperishable."
Island, one evening recently Albert
had been torn, and probably all of hide the girl In the secret chamber be
(TO BK CONTINriCn.)
S. Janin, cabinetmaker, took off bis
them as guiltless of crime as he.
yond the king's own apartments a
apron, walked up to the foreman and
And what further horror was this? chamber that Is now no longer a
of
Water Bubbling.
Cause
resigned the job he had held for 14
Rats scurried Becret, since I, Sancha, possess knowlAV a living horror!
There Is an erroneous impression years,
tvfiTh and back across the floor of the edge
as his fellow workmen crowded
of its existence."
that water bubbling violently is hot
with beaming faces.
lildooua open grave of former victims
When, perchance, might the king
ter than water at the boiling point. round
"Congratulations,
Al." said the
t f the king, victims whose banes re- have Idea of putting this plan into exemater
of
a
fact,
As
the
ebullition
is
Harm
"No
Shall Befall Thee."
foreman, and from somewhere In the
mained to tell the awful tale. The cution?" asked the queen.
caused by the escuping steam, which
'rats at first sought refuge close to the
This evening at the hour of the ers. They will steul upon me unaware means lost heat. All water (except crowd spoke one of Janin's intimates:
"The 'Bug' has made good.
walls, as If afraid of this newcomer curfew when the priestly bells ring
and theu Godlva will vanish from In a high elevation) reaches the boil Wbaddaya
know about that?"
Vet presently for the evening prayer at the monas- the earth. Is it not so, Hagar?
and seeking escape.
ing point at 212 degrees Fahrenheit
That afternoon word had been
now these rats grew bolder and ad- tery, your majesty."
'Nay, child. Listen to Uie wisdom and however fast or slow the water
received from Washington that the
vanced upon Paulo to scrutinise him
The wench!" cried the queen. of Hagar." The witch showed Godlva may be boiling it remains at that
board of examiners
of the pat
end Investigate his possibilities as to What like Is she? You say site is the vial containing the magic power,
ent office had decided unanimously
sustenance fit for a colony of rodents. beautiful. Her name! Her station!"
Take this potion, Godlva, and keep
l)y iia me Godlva," Sancha said. "By It on thy person day and night and all Word of Chstr for Ambitious Boys. that the man who made the hydroIn Impotent fury, Paulo viewed his
fearful company, tlion one by one his station the daughter of Rivarre, the the time. Ana when thou art too
".My lud," said SackvTlle McKnutt. aeroplane possible waa not Glenn H.
Curtlss, but. Albert 8. Janin, the poor
foot descended upon them and crushed shepherd, whose abode stands at the hard pressed by the king, partake of see the eminent philanthropist.
He cabinet-make- r
of Staten Island.
t,ut their lives, an activity which for edge of yonder forest"
it,
was once a little messenger boy like
"We put It over, didn't we, moth- '1 will see this wench," the queen
the moment gave him some satisfac"What then will happen to Godlva?" you. This gave him Mnple leisure to
girl asked.
tion. But, having vanquished the only now said, evidently reaching a sudden the
sit down and think out ways for mak- sr?" Janin said that evening, affecenemy the dungeon contained what resolve.
my Godlva," the ing a fortune. From this you should tionately patting his vife. "If it
"Transformation,
mow?
What but horrible, helpless,
See her, your majesty? Why how witch said. "Thou shall, upon partak- learn that If you make use of your hadn't been that she stuck to niv
maddening Inaction, with human bones can that be 7 now canet tnou leave ing of that potion, change into a beau- opportunities you may one day be as believed in me, when all the rest were
poklag fun and scolflng- -1 never would have made It. The best part of this
and skull of men who had been once the palace grounds without thy ab tiful white rose that will not die. Thus cordially detested as he U." Kansu
Invention Is that, unlike a whole lot, of others, it's going to bring us tnonej
like hlouukJt (nr company T
sence being discovered ny tny liege Shalt thou escape the arms of Uis City Star.
gobs of It "
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Stylish clothes, to meet the test of service, must
possess certain features:

if

m

1.

Pure wool fabrics.

5.

2.

shrunk fabrics, the
London cold-watonly efficient process.

6.

3.
4.

er

Silk thread where strain is greatest
Canvas, linings and stays as thoroughly

shtunk as the outer fabrics.
.
7. Haircloth in coat fronts laid and taped
to prevent "breaking" or wrinkles.

Absolutely fast color.
Hand tailoring at all points of wear.

All of these essentials are contained in

' KHSG
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Oolites
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$15, $20, $25 and up to $40
f

'

I

"LOOK FOR THE GUARANTEE AND PRICE TICKET

ten fl

THE SLEEVE"

The models for Spring and Summer cover the whole range
yet each
from the very conservative to the
one has Doints of merit to commend it to the man whose best
ideals it meets. The fabrics present the latest ideas in fancy

It
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ultra-fashionab-
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mixtures, checks, pin stripes, pencil stripes, invisible plaids, etc.
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A. II. K. Co.. 1911

A. 0. K. Co., 1915
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Christian Church
Building Assured
Rev. Perry J. Rice, of El Paso,
Floke to a full house last Sunday
evening in the Lyceum, when

the Christian Church

brought

its campaign for pledges to its
building fund to a climax. Other
churches called in their services
and the town in general showed
the greatest frendliness toward
Appreciations
this enterprise.
of the address of the evening on
"The Mission of the Church"
have come from every quarter.
The pledge making thus far
has been most gratifying. The
total Sunday night was $1,G56.00
ari'i many pledges have been
since making the present
total (Wednesday night) $1,913.
"u. We aim to run this sum up
10 J,.".n(.i.0O arid are confident of
All pledges are
success.
anv one of the under
signed any time before Dec. 18th
lil" 'the pooner the better).
N..i.e of the details of this plan
;uv as yet worked 'out and we
can only announce that anew
buili:ii.g is now assured and that;
we inipe to begin work as soon
as necessary arrangements can
bt Made.
We are grateful for the interest s:itl help of so many friends
an.-trust wo shall render them
and the city of Clovis a lasting
service.
L. C. Mersfelder
Andrew Crane
re-ce:-

pay-au- k

1

Mrs. E. C. Grisamore,

Building Fund Committee.
W. J. Stuart,
Pres. Church Board.
C. W. Lambert, Minister.
P. S. A list of the pledges will
probably be printed next week,
with certain names with held by
request.

Attorney

Gillenwater,
M?hn was seriously sick for several days is able to attend to his
duties at his ofliee again.
W. A.

Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars was subscribed to build a
grand stand at the base ball
park and work on the structure
was begun Monday in time, it
is hoped, to get it completed by
Sunday in time for the big game
between the Clovis Elks and the
regular team. The new grand
stand will have seating capacity
of about six hundred and will be
covered. Much interest is being manifest in the game to be
played Sunday in which some of
the Elks, who claim that they
once knew the game will have
the opportunity t) renew their
acquaintanceship with the dips
and curves and count the home
rifns.
Following is the line up of
both teams:'
Regulars
Elks
Drown C
Huff P

Copelanu
Cox

I

Curren P

.

C

P

Sebastian P

, Thomas

Pi x ley
2nd
Cosh
Rawlins ss

1--

Johnson
Spauldingss
2--

Dennis ;5d
Miller RF
Hubbard CF
Callicutt LF

substitutes

Klein

311

iiillingsley
Cramer
Pyetzski
Iliggins

Hackney
Herod
Greenlief
Hardy
Shaw Van

Marriages

Quarantine Lilted

It all Depends on

Elks Will Play Regulars

F
F

F
F

Whose Ox is Gored
of these people
strike town with a "bran new
3cheme" it is always something
connected with an 'advertising
plan. It simply serves to take
away the legitimate patronage
that rightfully belongs to the
home papers and which they
need in order to live. If a merchant spends his money on one
kind of advertising, he is less
likely to patronize the newspapers and the latter are therefore th losers. If some o f
these "new scheme" people
would sell clothing or groceries,
somebody would raise a "howl"
that could be heard all over the
neighborhood. What's the difference?
When

some

Special to Portales
Clovis Odd Felloes are planning on a big time next Monday
April 2i!th., at Portales where
they will go to participate in the
Celebration of the th Anniversary of their Order in North
America. They have arranged
for a Special Train to leave Clovis at 1:13 p. m. on the 20th and
return about 1:30 on the morn
ing of the 27th.
All Odd Fellows and their
families are planning on making
the trip and we understand they
will be accompanied by a number
of people outside of the Lodge
as the Santa Fe has made a
special low rate for the excur

Clovis, April 10. 1915.

The Clovis News,

prominent politicians, for conspiracy in assisting in the escape
Dear Sir:
of (Jen. InezSilazar, who wis
As a matter of infor- confined in
the Albuquerque jail
mation, beg to advise that the
Senon the charge of perjury.
New Mexico embargo ha9 been sational developments
exare
amended and now permits ship- pected.
ments of live stock, hay etc.,
B. F. Hall and wife of south
Texas
originating in Arizona.
and Colorado without restric- of town were in the city shoptions except as covered by pre- ping at the Model Grocery
Clovis, N.

vious

M

'

statu-es- .

suppose that these are the ones
Visit Whiting's Variety Store. referred to.

pointment hT) last week leav.
ing again on his roundi Tuesday.
He make3 his office while here
with Westerfield and Haney. Z
500 Young cows and heifers
with big calf crop for sale cheap'-focash or on credit. If youjj
want any cattle it will pay you
Cattle at Fnrwell,
to see us.
Dunn & Harrison.
Texas.

Yours truly.
L. R.

Conarty, Agent.

Methodist Church April 25.
please let every member make
a special effort to be at Sunday
School. Those (if you who have
not been attending come this
Sunday and see how the Sunday
School is growing.
Preaching at HVclock, subPreaching at
ject, "Moses."
7:30 p. m., subject, "Daniel."
Remember w e try t o be
the cordial Uhurch. Everybody
mad. to feel at home with us.
We have no long. dry. uninteresting services. Come and worship the Lord Jesus with us this
Sunday.
J. 11. Messer, Pastor.
Miss Carolyn Park, of Clint,
Texas, stopped olf in Clovis the
first of the week to visit Mr.
Meyers, while en route to Albuquerque, where she will spend
the summer. Miss Park has
been teaching school at Clint,
Texa9.

Mr. Silas Grinstead. of Elida. sion.
and Miss Martha M. Reiter, of
Anton
George Birdsall
Chicago, were married on the
No, 1 "The Guaranty Fund
evening of the 16th. at the Hankhouse, of Havener, were Bank of Farwell. is in position
I n
Clovis visitors Monday.
Methodist parsonage.
to make some cattle loans, any
speaking of the recent heavy size, you want if the collaterals
Edgar J.. Ledford and Miss
rains, Mr. Birdsall said that good."
Bertha Griffith were united in
they all saved themselves from
matrimony last Sunday evening,
high water by taking to the
at the home of Mr. Weltie in the timber. As the country is Oil and Gasoline Stoves.
tall
Phone 72.
weot Clovis, Rev. J. II. Messer
level and there are no trees exceremony.
performing the
cept in Mr, Birdsall's yard, we

and

Dr. D. D. Swearingen the eye,
The federal grand jury has indicted the pame warden and a ear, nose ami throat specialist
number of other official and of Roswell, filled his regular ap

JUST BETWEEN

OURSELVES

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS
We believe we ought to have it. In our Ptore the best of
service is yours. Our prices are always reasonable. All
goods of the highest quality. We want your confidence
want to know that we can ably, intelligently and efficiently
handle your every Grocery wants. We are here to sprve
as long as we continue
you. We only want your
to give satisfaction. You always pet courteous treatment
in our store. The children RPt every consideration in our
store. We are pleased to take orders over the phone, and
Anything you expect to find
will deliver goods anywhere.
in a modern store, you will find it here.
want your business.
Come in get acquainted
hu-ine- ss

R. B. CHEEK GROCERY
Telephone

South Main Street.

07.

MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

THE NORTHWESTERN
l'm-pl-

Mutual anil Iraniiai'ttnK

ttuinci only

In

the llnittnl HlattH

STATEMENT JAN. 1, 1915
- ' $328,247,420.88
ASSETS
Liabilities (including $4,928,510.37 held
to meet Deferred Dividend Contracts $310,019,429.87
Funds held for annual dividends paya- able in 1915 and for contingencies - $17,597,997.01

......

;

$328,247,420.

$03,735,111. .34!
Income 1914,
'
$38,405,320, ,58
Paid Policyholders in 1914
Policies in force, 527.872. Insurance in force $1,3G5,299.749. 00

A. B. CURRY, Dist. Agt.

:

Roswell, N. M.

